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Abstrat
The 4th of July 2012 was a milestone date in the history of physis of the last deades. The disovery
of the Higgs boson at the ATLAS and CMS experiments thanks to the proton ollisions delivered by
the LHC not only has provided the missing piee of the Standard Model of partile physis, but most
probably, it has opened the door to new physis that remains still hidden today. In order to go beyond in
the understanding of the very deep laws of nature, new and more preise experiments are required. One
of the alternatives that an unravel these mysteries is the e+e− linear ollider, being the CLIC (Compat
Linear Collider) and the ILC (International Linear Collider) the two referents today. These two mahines
will ollide bunhes of eletrons and positrons of the order of nanometers transverse size to ensure a
high quantity of events during bunh rossing. To reah suh small beam sizes, a very strong fousing
of the beam is required by means of magneti lenses. This strong fousing together with the fat that
partiles inside a bunh have slightly dierent energies from the nominal energy, makes that eah partile
is foalized into a dierent point. Eetively, this eet is translated into a beam size inrease and it
is alled hromatiity. This eet must be orreted in order to reah an aeptable ollision rate. The
Final Fous System (FFS) omprises the task to foalize the beam at the Interation Point (IP) and to
orret hromatiity. There are two main onepts that arry out this task: the so alled traditional
or dediated hromati orretion system and the loal hromati orretion system. In this thesis
both systems are ompared in terms of luminosity performane and how the systems are aeted when
alignment errors are introdued in the dierent omponents of the FFS. We demonstrate that, at high
energies, an optimized non-loal FFS despite of being longer, is faster to tune and therefore, an deliver
more integrated luminosity. The results of these studies have been published on Physial Review Speial
Topis Aelerators and Beams [1℄. The possibility of reduing the horizontal β-funtion for CLIC at 500
GeV enter of mass energy has also been explored. This option would allow a luminosity inrease or it
would also allow to redue the bunh harge while keeping the same luminosity. Finally, some studies
onerning the optimization of the ILC FFS have been done, inluding the possibility of implementing
the traveling fous sheme and the option of using the CLIC FFS lattie as ILC FFS has been onsidered
showing the advantages and drawbaks of both systems.
xi

Resum
La data del 4 de Juliol del 2012 quedará marada per sempre a la història de la físia om una de les més
importants de les darreres dèades. El desobriment del bosó de Higgs als experiments ATLAS i CMS
mitjançant ol
.
lisions al LHC ha permés ol
.
loar la peça que faltava al Model Estàndard de la físia de
partíules però al seu torn, ha obert la porta o trobar nova físia que enara avui roman desoneguda.
Per tal d'anar més enllà en la omprensió de les lleis fonamentals de la natura, es requereixen experiments
enara més preisos que els atuals. Una de les alternatives que podria desvetllar aquests misteris són
els olisionadors lineals, entre els quals destaquen CLIC (Compat Linear Collider) i ILC (International
Linear Collider). Aquestes futures màquines ol
.
lisionaran dos feixos d'eletrons i positrons agrupats en
paquets del tamany del nanòmetre per tal de produir una quantitat molt gran de ol
.
lisions per segon.
Per tal d'assolir tamanys tan sumament petits, es requereix una forta foalitzaió mitjançant amps
magnètis. Però també degut a aquesta forta foalitzaió, i degut a que les partíules de ada paquet tenen
una energia que es desvia lleugerament de l'energia nominal, adasuna d'aquestes partíules es foalitza
en un punt diferent al punt d'interaió. Aquest fet es tradueix en un inrement efetiu del tamany del
feix al punt de ol
.
lisió. Aquest efete, anomenat romatiitat, s'ha de orregir per tal de no reduir el
nombre de ol
.
lisions per sota del nivell aeptable. El sistema de foalitzaió nal (FFS, de l'anglès Final
Fous System) s'enarrega de rear aquesta forta foalitzaió a la vegada que es orregeix la romatiitat
del feix. Hi ha dos sistemes prinipals difereniats que duen a terma aquesta tasa: l'anomenat sistema
de orreió dediat o tradiional i l'anomenat sistema de orreió loal. En aquesta tesis es ompara
l'efetivitat de ada sistema per CLIC a 3 TeV i 500 GeV d'energia al entre de masses, en termes de
luminositat i om es veuen afetats pels diferents errors assoiats a l'aliniaió de tots els omponents que
onformen el FFS. També s'explora l'opió de reduir la funió β horitzontal al punt d'interaió per a
CLIC a 500 GeV d'energia al entre de masses. Aquesta opió permetria o bé augmentar la luminositat
del sistema o bé reduir la àrrega del feix mantenint la mateixa luminositat. Finalment també es msotren
alguns estudis d'optimitzaió del FFS realitzats per ILC, inloent la possibilitat d'introduir un traveling
fous mitjançant rab avities i també es onsidera emprar el disseny del FFS de CLIC per a ILC i es
omparen les avantatges i desavantatges d'ambdós sistemes.
xiii
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Chapter 1
Future Linear Colliders
At the moment of writing this thesis, the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) is in its rst long shut down after
three suessful years running at 7 and 8 TeV enter of mass (.o.m.) energy and a delivered integrated
luminosity of 23 fb
−1
. A few years after the rst long shutdown running at 13-14 TeV .o.m. energy, the
LHC will be again stopped for a seond long shutdown. The LHC nal run is planned to be by 2023,
where, after a luminosity upgrade (HL-LHC) that will inrease its luminosity by a fator 10, its disovery
potential will be extended. With the LHC era a new door has been opened for the next generation of large
partile aelerators. Several future olliders are urrently being disussed, from LHC energy upgrade
until lepton linear olliders whose onstrution might start vin the oming years.
In this hapter we give a brief overview of the physis potential of future lepton linear olliders and
desribe their main advantages over other possibilities. First of all, we summarize the LHC results up to
date and we will relate them to the improvements on preision that an e+e− ollider ould ahieve and
give a desription of the main parts of the mahine.
1.1 LHC results: the starting point.
The LHC allows the exploration of the eletroweak symmetry breaking mehanism and other physial
phenomena at the TeV sale, like the CP violation problem, the quark-gluon plasma state and the
searh of new physis beyond the Standard Model suh as Supersymmetry (SUSY) among others. The
disoveries made in these elds will make linear olliders a preise tool to further understand the nature of
suh proesses having aess to very preise studies. The future linear ollider parameters (mainly beam
energy) will be determined by the LHC disoveries in the upoming years. In the next setions the urrent
status and highlights of the dierent searhes of dierent experiments at the LHC are summarized.
Higgs searhes: The 4th of July 2012, in a seminar held at CERN, the ollaborations of the experiments
CMS and ATLAS presented an update of the Higgs searhes status. At a ondene level of 4.9σ for
CMS [2℄ and 5.0σ for ATLAS [3℄ from the Higgsless Standard Model, signals of a boson with a mass
around mh = 125GeV were found with a strong spin-0 indiation and oupling parameters onsistent
with the properties of the Standard Model Higgs partile. First results on various rare prodution deay
modes have been obtained but more data is needed to observe these modes. Many analyses are ongoing
and more updates are onstantly presented.
Heavy avour and CP violation: The experiments of the LHC, led by LHCb, have arried out
several important ndings and measurements in the heavy avor setor. New previously unobserved
states have been observed for the very rst time during the last years like the states Xb, Ξb and Λ
0
s. Also
the measurement of the quantum numbers of the state X(3872) with JPC = 1++, has been determined
to the 8σ level [4℄. The CP violation of the osillations in D and B mesons have been measured to
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the 9.1σ ondene level disovering the same violation in Bs systems. The CP angle γ is now known
with a preision without preedents (γ = (67 ± 12)°). Finally, some very rare deays like Bs → µ+µ−,
B0 → K∗µ+µ− and D+s → π+µ+µ− have been observed [5℄ with possible impliations on the analysis of
new physis.
Quark-gluon plasma: The quark-gluon plasma, present in the very rst moments after the Big Bang,
is produed in ultra-relativisti heavy ion ollisions. The onditions observed at the LHC experiments
(ALICE, ATLAS and CMS) are in agreement with the observations arried out at RHIC. It has been
onrmed that the hydrodynamis model helps in the understanding of the behavior of the proesses
ourred during the ollision. This behavior is still far from being understood but the p-Pb and Pb-Pb
ollisions will reveal some of the underlying physis in the near future.
SUSY and Dark matter searhes: The Higgs boson is in the enter of the partile physis and most of
the rest of disoveries will depend in some way on it. One of the problems that arises is the stabilization of
the Higgs mass and its divergenes when we onsider quantum orretions. The most extended antidote
for this quantum instability involves a new priniple of nature alled supersymmetry (SUSY): a new
symmetry that unies bosons and fermions. After data olleted during 2011 and 2012, SUSY searhes
at the LHC did not nd any lear evidene of any light superpartner (squark or gluino) and it has pushed
their masses limits beyond 1 TeV within onstrained models [6℄. However, they still provide rather limited
onstraints on a more general theory of supersymmetry.
In general, no New Physis beyond the Standard Model has been observed but it is possible to nd
new partiles and interations during the seond run at 14 TeV. These already performed and expeted
disoveries will motivate the onstrution of a very preise mahine like a linear ollider.
1.2 Why linear olliders?
Eletron (or positron) irular olliders have an important inonvenient: synhrotron radiation. When
harged partiles are bent in dipole magnets, they emit photons and therefore lose energy. The energy
loss depends on the bending radius, the partile mass and on the partile energy. More energy implies
more radiation and lighter partiles emit more than heavy partiles. Therefore, either a huge irular
aelerator is onstruted (∼ 80− 100 km for a irular ollider of about 300 GeV) in order to redue the
bending angle and thus redue synhrotron radiation emission) or a linear aelerator to minimize the
synhrotron radiation impat allowing the exploration of the multi-TeV energy range is onsidered.
The physis potential of next linear olliders has been extensively studied sine the Stanford Linear
Collider (SLC) era [7,8℄. The Standard Model Higgs partile will have distintive signals and SUSY and
other alternative models also have many possibilities of being found and studied. The advantage of a
linear ollider with respet to LHC relies on the general leanliness of the events where two elementary
partiles with known kinematis and spin (in ase of polarized beams) dene the initial state. A very
high resolution of the detetor is possible due to the relatively low absolute rate of bakground events.
Summarizing, the Linear lepton Collider (LC) has the following main advantages with respet to hadron
olliders:
 Clean experimental environment.
 Bakground proesses well alulated and measured.
 Ability to san systematially in .o.m. energy.
 Possibility of high degree of e− and e+ polarization (restrited to ILC).
 Inisive measurements via jet/avor tagging.
 Possibility for γγ, e−e−, e−γ olliders
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Due to all these points a linear lepton ollider presents a better performane in terms of preision of
the measurements with respet to irular hadron olliders. In the next setions the aelerator omplex
and the main experiments are desribed.
1.3 Physis prospets for e+e− olliders
The omplementarity of the LC and the LHC has been established over many years by a dediated
worldwide ollaborative eort. If new partiles are found by the LHC, the LC will be essential in de-
termining the properties of these new partiles and unraveling the underlying struture of the new physis.
The Standard Model has been onrmed via its SU(3)C × SU(2)L × U(1)Y gauge struture and the
preise measurement of its parameters has been ahieved through a ombination of analyses from LEP,
SLC, HERA, B-fatories, Tevatron and now the LHC. The next Linear Collider ould even go further in
the omplete desription of the nature of the elementary partiles, with preisions never reahed [912℄.
In the next setions some of these points are briey summarized.
1.3.1 Higgs Physis and the Eletroweak Symmetry Breaking
The Higgs mehanism is responsible for eletroweak symmetry breaking and aounts for the generation
of the masses of all the other elementary partiles. The observation of a signal ompatible with a low-mass
Higgs boson at the LHC represents one of the most signiant disoveries of siene in the last deades.
Therefore, a preise measurement of its properties is fundamental to omplete the map of the partile
physis.
The key features of the Higgs physis program at the LC inlude:
 Preise measurement of the ouplings of the Higgs to the gauge bosons and fermions and, in par-
tiular, an absolute measurement of its oupling to the Z boson independent of its deay modes.
 Preise measurements of its mass, deay width, spin and CP properties.
 Measurement of the trilinear Higgs self-oupling, providing diret aess to the Higgs potential.
The LC measurements would establish whether the Higgs boson has the properties predited by the
SM, or is part of an extended Higgs setor suh as in SUSY models or whether it has a ompletely
dierent physial origin whih would be the ase for a omposite Higgs.
Higgs prodution at a Linear Collider
At a LC, the main Higgs prodution hannels are through the Higgs-trahlung and vetor boson fusion
proesses (Fig. 1.1). At relatively low .o.m. energies the Higgs-strahlung proess, e+e− → HZ, domi-
nates with a peak ross setion at approximately 30 GeV above the HZ prodution threshold. At higher
.o.m. energies, the WW fusion proess e+e− → Hνeν¯e beomes inreasingly important.
1.3.2 Top quark setor
The top quark plays a very speial role in the SM. It is the heaviest of the fundamental fermions and
therefore the most strongly oupled partile to the eletroweak symmetry breaking setor and hene
intimately related to the Higgs mehanism. The preision study of the eletroweak ouplings of the top
quark an reveal the presene of omposite struture of the Higgs partile. A LC will measure the mass
of the top quark in a diret way that is not possible at hadron olliders, xing a ruial input to partile
physis alulations.
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Figure 1.1: Feynman diagrams for prodution mehanism of the SM Higgs boson at CLIC and ross
setions as a funtion of
√
s for mh = 120GeV.
1.3.3 New Physis
The LHC is expeted to probe diretly possible new physis beyond the Standard Model (BSM) up to
a sale of a few TeV. While its data should provide answers to several of the major open questions in
the present piture of elementary partile physis, it is important to start examining how this sensitivity
an be further extended at a next generation of olliders. It is expeted that new physis ould be
of supersymmetri nature. However, beyond supersymmetry, there is a wide range of other senarios
invoking new phenomena at the TeV sale. This new phenomena is aimed to explain the origin of
eletroweak symmetry breaking at stabilizing the Standard Model or at embedding the SM in a theory
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Table 1.1: CLIC Design parameters at two dierent stages of the program: 500 GeV and 3 TeV enter of
mass energy.
Parameter Units 3 TeV 500 GeV
Center of mass energy E
CM
GeV 3000 500
Repetition rate f
rep
Hz 50 50
Bunh population Ne 10
9
3.72 6.8
Number of bunhes nb 312 354
Bunh separation ∆tb ns 0.5 0.5
Aelerating gradient G MV/m 100 80
Bunh length σz µm 44 72
IP beam size σ∗x/σ
∗
y nm 40/1 200/2.26
Normalized emittane (IP) ǫx/ǫy nm 660/20 2400/25
Luminosity L
T
1034m−2s−1 5.9 2.3
Estimated power onsumption P
wall
MW 589 272
Site length km 48.3 13.0
of grand uniation.
If supersymmetry is responsible for the existene of the Terasale and a light Higgs boson, then signals
of superpartner partiles should be seen at the LHC. Sine supersymmetry is an organizing priniple of
nature, it an be realized in an innite variety of ways but the LHC will not be able to deeply study the
ouplings and the spins of these new partiles, the LC beomes a preision tool to provide an unequivoal
answer.
If there is an extra dimension spae where only gravitons an propagate, the weakness of the gravita-
tional interation an be explained. The Kaluza-Klein modes of the graviton an ouple strongly to the
SM partiles, and these may be produed as spin-resonanes at the LC.
1.4 Linear e+e− ollider projets
There exist two proposals for an e+e− linear ollider that follow the physis requirements explained above:
CLIC and ILC, both desribed in more detail below.
1.4.1 CLIC
The Compat Linear Collider (CLIC) [913℄ aims to ollide eletrons and positrons at
√
s = 3 TeV with
a luminosity of about 6 · 1034m−2s−1. To aomplish this task at a reasonable ost, the CLIC study
proposes a two beam aeleration sheme featuring an aelerating gradient of the order of 100MV/m.
The RF power for aeleration is extrated from a low-energy and high-intensity beam (drive beam) and
fed into the main beam via opper strutures alled PETS (Power Extration and Transfer Strutures).
This mehanism allows a shorter aelerator than the one using superonduting tehnologies.
CLIC studies have been mainly foused on a 3 TeV .o.m. energy design and the demonstration of
the feasibility of the tehnology. A design for 500 GeV has also been developed opening the door to a
possible staged senario. CLIC site for
√
s = 3 TeV is about 48 km while for 500 GeV it is about 13 km.
A general layout is shown in Fig. 1.2 for the 3 TeV (top) and for the 500 GeV ase (bottom). The main
parameters at both energies are summarized in Table 1.1.
The most ritial areas for the CLIC design have been identied and they are: the ability to ahieve the
high main lina gradient of 100 MV/m, the generation, stabilization and deeleration of the drive beam,
the generation of ultra-low emittanes in the damping ring and their preservation up to the Interation
5
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Figure 1.2: CLIC basi layout for 3 TeV system (top) and for 500 GeV system (bottom)
Point and the ability to protet the mahine against damage while still providing a high availability. All
these issues are being demonstrated by a sophistiated R&D program having established an international
ollaboration of 41 institutions and many failities around the world, exploring the tehnologial frontiers
to demonstrate the CLIC tehnology feasibility. Another very important issue is the generation of the
nanometer beam sizes at the IP and the hromati orretion performed at the Final Fous System (FFS).
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Figure 1.3: Shemati overview of the ILC layout with the interation region plaed in the middle of the
site.
This last task is under experimental veriation in the Aelerator Test Faility 2 (ATF2) at KEK in
Japan. The reent ahievements will be explained in the next hapters.
1.4.2 ILC
The International Linear Collider (ILC) [14, 15℄ is a proposed e+e− ollider for a .o.m. energy range
between 200 and 500GeV with an upgrade path towards an energy of 1 TeV. ILC is based on 1.3GHz su-
peronduting radio-frequeny aelerating avities with a required aelerating gradient of 31.5 MV/m.
This harateristi represents the main dierene with respet to CLIC and represents the main teh-
nologial hallenge of ILC. The development of this tehnology goes bak to the work developed by the
TESLA ollaboration The same type of avities are being produed for the European XFEL X-ray laser
faility at DESY. The main parameters of ILC aelerator are summarized in Table 1.2
1.4.3 Main parts of a linear ollider
CLIC and ILC projets are omposed of similar main subsystems:
 Eletron and positron soures: The eletron soure is a laser driven photo-injetor, where irular
polarized photons illuminate a GaAs athode produing an eletron urrent. In ILC, positrons are
produed with the high energy eletron beam. This is guided through a helial undulator. Cirular
polarized photons are extrated towards a thin rotating target and produe e± pairs. Partiles
oming from the soure are bunhed, pre-aelerated and transported in suh a way that the beam
ts into the Damping Ring dynami aperture. CLIC positron soure provides only unpolarized
positrons thanks to a 5 GeV eletron beam olliding with hybrid targets.
 Damping Rings: The pre-aelerated eletron and positron beams have emittanes that are too
large to reah the small beam sizes in the ollision. The beams are stored in the damping rings
where superonduting wigglers make the beam to radiate photons along the beam diretion. This
eet redues emittane by several order of magnitude in a few hundreds of milliseonds.
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Table 1.2: ILC Design parameters for the 500 GeV enter of mass energy program.
Parameter Units ILC
Center of mass energy E
CM
GeV 500
Repetition rate f
rep
Hz 5.0
Bunh population Ne 10
9
20
Number of bunhes nb 1312
Bunh separation ∆tb ns 554
Aelerating gradient G MV/m 31.5
Bunh length σz µm 300
IP beam size σ∗x/σ
∗
y nm 474/5.9
Normalized emittane (IP) ǫx/ǫy nm 10000/35
Luminosity L
T
1034m−2s−1 1.8
Estimated power onsumption P
wall
MW
Site length km 31
 Main Lina: After the extration of the beam from the damping rings, the beam is transported
along the lina. The aelerating avities plaed in the lina inrease the energy of the partiles up
to the nal energy keeping the normalized emittane growth as low as possible.
 Beam Delivery System (BDS): The BDS transports the beam from the end of the main lina to
the interation point. It is responsible for the beam diagnostis, ollimation and squeezing the
beam down to the nanometer sale size in the Final Fous System (FFS). The FFS is extensively
explained along the thesis.
1.4.4 Test Failities
The linear ollider R&D program omprises several test failities that verify the tehnologial develop-
ments required for the aelerator onstrution. For example, the CLIC Test Faility 3 (CTF3) aims to
demonstrate the feasibility of the two beam aeleration tehnology. FFTB and ATF2 are Final Fous
Test failities in order to reprodue similar hromatiities like those of the future linear olliders. FFTB
operated during the nineties and ATF2 is nowadays running with a great suess.
CLIC Test Faility 3 (CTF3)
The CLIC Test Faility was built to demonstrate the generation of a high intensity beam and the feasibility
of this novel two-beam aeleration onept. In the CLIC experimental area (CLEX) two main experi-
ments are taking plae: the two-beam aeleration and the stable deeleration of the drive beam [16,17℄.
The drive beam is generated by a thermioni gun, whih emits eletrons in a onsensus stream. To
generate the required intensities, the beam is divided in sub-trains that are ombined in a delay loop
to multiply the intensity a fator 2. The beam is sent then to a ombiner ring that reombines again
the trains of the beam and the beam intensity inreases by a fator 4 (a fator 8 in total). After the
reombination the beam is sent to two dierent experiments: the Two-Beam Test Stand (TBTS) with
the aim to demonstrate the two-beam aeleration system and a seond experiment designed to show a
stable and eient transport of a heavily deelerated beam.
Final Fous Test Beam (FFTB)
The Final Fous Test Beam (FFTB) [1820℄ was an experimental test line developed at SLAC in the
90's with the aim to squeeze the beam to the tens of nanometer level, a demagniation lose to the
one required in ILC, using the optis based on the dediated hromatiity orretion sheme. The FFTB
was loated at the end of the SLAC lina, whih was delivering eletron and positron beams with an
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energy of about 46.6 GeV. At that time the SLC damping ring provided a normalized vertial emittane
of 7 · 10−7 m whih however inreases up to 2 · 10−6 m after the beam reahed the end of the SLC lina.
The FFS faility extended over 200 m formed by several separated setions. The rst one was the beta
mathing setion (BM) [21℄ for mathing the inoming optial funtions from the end of the SLC line to
those of the FFTB. This setion was followed by two separated hromatiity orretion setions, for the
horizontal and for the vertial plane. Eah one ontained sextupole magnets loated at high dispersion
regions in order to ompensate the hromatiity produed by the nal quadrupole magnets. The geo-
metri aberrations were ontrolled by plaing sextupoles in pairs at loations with the same dispersion
but in opposite phase advane. The nal doublet (FD) was embedded in the nal transformer (FT), it
demagnied the beam size at the foal point.
In May 1994 by relaxing the horizontal fousing in order to redue the bakground signal, the smallest
vertial spot size of 70 ± 7 nm was observed in the Shintake monitor loated at the virtual Interation
Point [19, 20℄. This result has been reently overome by the ATF2 test faility explained briey below
and more in detail in the following hapters.
The ideas developed during the FFTB operation are studied in detail in the following hapters and
applied to the CLIC Final Fous System.
Aelerator Test Faility (ATF)
The Aelerator Test Faility (ATF) at KEK [22℄, in Japan, is a prototype damping ring (DR) that
already has sueeded in obtaining the required emittanes that satisfy ILC speiations. The ATF DR
delivers beams with vertial emittane of 12 pm.rad (with a minimum ahieved emittane of 4 pm.rad [23℄)
and it injets a beam with an energy of 1.3 GeV to the ATF2 nal fous test beam line [24℄, whih was
onstruted in 2008 with the purpose to demonstrate the loal hromatiity orretion FFS sheme [25℄.
ATF2 measures about 90 meters long from the extration point in the ATF damping ring to the virtual
interation point, where a beam size monitor is loated. The line is omposed of the extration setion, a
mathing setion, the Final Fous System based on the loal hromatiity orretion sheme and the IP.
Quadrupoles and sextupoles omposing the line are mounted on three-axis movers in order to mitigate
ground motion and thermal instabilities.
The primary goal of ATF2 is to ahieve a 37 nm vertial beam size at the IP and its stabilization
at the nanometer level. During the 2013 run the smallest beam size ahieved was σ∗y = 65 nm and its
reproduibility several times [26℄ setting a new reord. This beam size has been pushed down reently
until the σ∗y = 44 nm [27,28℄.
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Beam Dynamis
Aelerator physis overs a wide variety of topis from the very theoretial treatment of the beam
dynamis to the design and onstrution of the real aelerator. For the studies here presented, we will
fous on the physis related to the beam and its interation with the aelerator, namely, the beam
dynamis. The onepts presented here are just an introdution to the needed tools used in the next
hapters. For more details there are a lot of referenes that the reader an follow, for example [29℄.
2.1 Linear Beam Dynamis
An aelerator is mainly omposed of dipole magnets, to bend and guide the beam and by quadrupoles,
to foalize it. In aelerator physis the Frenet-Serret oordinate referene system is ommonly used
(Fig. 2.1). This system follows the beam referene path. The longitudinal position along the trajetory is
denoted by s, the transverse positions are given by x in the horizontal plane and y in the vertial plane.
The longitudinal position within the bunh is denoted by z.
The general dierential equation for transverse on momentum linear unoupled motion is desribed
by the Hill's equation,
u′′ +Ku(s)u = 0 (2.1)
where u stands for the transverse oordinates x or y, Ku(s) the fousing funtions in analogy with a
harmoni osillator, in whih now the spring onstant K depends on the longitudinal position s. For
instane, K > 0 and u = x represents a fousing quadrupole while K < 0 represents a defousing
quadrupole. A drift spae is represented by K = 0 sine no fore is ating on the partile.
z
x
y
ρ
φ
s = 0
PSfrag replaements
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m
Figure 2.1: Frenet-Serret referene system along the design orbit.
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Aording to the Floquet theorem, the solution with periodi boundary onditions of the Hill's equa-
tion (2.1) reads:
u(s) = Au
√
βu(s) sin(φu(s) + φu.0) (2.2)
where Au and φu.0 are onstants given by the initial onditions, βu modulates the amplitude of the beam
and φ is the phase advane given by,
φu(s) =
∫ s
0
ds′
βu(s′)
(2.3)
There are other related funtions like the α and γ-funtions dened by
αu ≡ −1
2
dβu
ds
(2.4)
γu ≡ 1 + α
2
u
βu
. (2.5)
The set of this six funtions (βx,y, αx,y, γx,y) are alled the Courant-Snyder funtions and, together with
the phase advane, they an desribe the omplete linear motion for on momentum partiles. One of the
important results relies in that, at any loation s of the ring, a trajetory in the phase spae (u, u′) has
an area bounded by an ellipse with equation,
ǫ = γu2 + 2αuu′ + βu′2. (2.6)
The expression (2.6) is alled the Courant-Snyder invariant and it is equal to the equation of an ellipse
that enloses an area πǫ where ǫ is the so alled beam emittane. And from this expression we an dene
the rms linear transverse beam size,
σu(s) =
√
βu(s)ǫu
rms
(s) (2.7)
Beam emittane dened by (2.6) varies when beam energy hanges. One an dene an invariant under
aeleration, the normalized emittane, given by
ǫn = γǫ, (2.8)
where γ is the relativisti fator γ = E/mec
2
.
Partiles with dierent energy are aeted dierently by the bending magneti elds, i.e., partiles
with higher energy have a larger bending radius than the partiles with lower energy. For that reason
the so alled dispersion funtion is dened like,
D(s) ≡ dx(s)
dp/p
(2.9)
where ∆x is the transverse displaement from the referene orbit (horizontal in this ase) and δ = ∆p/p
is the relative momentum deviation.
2.2 Nonlinear Beam Dynamis
In the previous setion we have introdued the main onepts of the linear motion of the partiles
irulating through the dierent elements of the aelerator. As we will see, due to the presene of
nonlinear elds suh as sextupolar and other multipolar magnets or due to the very high strength of some
quadrupoles a treatment of the beam dynamis beyond the linear regime is required. For that reason,
in the next setions we introdue some onepts that desribe the nonlinear beam motion based on two
dierent formalisms: the Taylor maps and the Lie algebra formalism.
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Figure 2.2: Diagram showing the appliation of mapM of a set of initial oordinates at position s0 to a
set of nal oordinates at position s.
2.2.1 Taylor Maps
Let z = (x, px, y, py, δ) the ve-dimensional vetor in the Frenet-Serret referene system shown in Fig. 2.1
that desribes the partile in the ve-dimensional phase spae, where x and y are the transverse oordi-
nates and px and py the orresponding transverse momenta. The energy spread is given by δ ≡ ∆pp where
p is the referene momentum. Let z0 the initial set of oordinates and M the map that transforms this
initial set to the nal set of oordinates desribed by the vetor zf (see Fig. 2.2). Mathematially it an
be expressed by,
M : z0 → zf , zf =Mz0 (2.10)
The mapM represents a sympleti mapping. In the linear ase, the transfer map an be represented
by a matrix R. In the nonlinear ase, we an also represent the map by a general expression
zf =Mz0 =
∑
ijklm
Xijklmx
ipjxy
kplyδ
m, (2.11)
whereXijklm are the oeients of the mapping between initial (z0) and nal oordinates (zf ). The order
of the oeients is given by q = i + j + k + l +m and the linear part an be identied by Xijklm = R
with q = 1, where R is the transfer matrix ommonly used in the linear matrix approah [29℄. One
an trunate the above expansion at a given order but the simpletiity is not neessarily preserved if
trunation is above the rst order.
2.2.2 Lie algebra formalism
The Lie operator formalism [30℄ is a robust and powerful tool to solve analytially a wide range of
beam dynamis problems with a high degree of nonlinearity. Also physially it is very appropriate sine
it preserves sympletiity in the solution of the nonlinear equations and avoids nonphysial errors of
numerial algorithms. Here we present the basi motivation and properties of this formalism and how it
will be applied in the following setions to understand optial aberrations following physial arguments.
Lie Transformations in mehanis
Consider a partile in an eletromagneti eld. Let z = {q,p} the generalized oordinates in the 6-
D phase spae. For a given set of initial onditions the partile's motion is governed ompletely by
Hamilton's equations:
q˙i =
∂H
∂pi
; p˙i = −∂H
∂qi
, (2.12)
where H is the Hamiltonian of the system.
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The Poisson braket arises when we onsider the hange in time of a dynamial variable f , where f
is any smooth funtion of the dynamial variables q and p along a trajetory. By the hain rule we have
the relation,
df
dt
=
∂f
∂t
+
∑
i
(
∂f
∂qi
q˙i +
∂f
∂pi
p˙i
)
. (2.13)
We introdue the Poisson braket [f, g] of any two funtions f and g dened by:
[f, g] =
∑
i
(
∂f
∂qi
∂g
∂pi
− ∂f
∂pi
∂g
∂qi
)
, (2.14)
Eq. (2.13) an be written in the ompat form,
df
dt
=
∂f
∂t
+ [f,H ] (2.15)
partiularly, if we take f = H one gets dHdt =
∂H
∂t and if H does not expliitly depend on time
dH
dt = 0
whih expresses the onservation of some quantity H , usually the energy of the system.
Denition 2.2.1 We dene a Lie operator : f : in a Hamiltonian vetor eld by the rule,
: f : g ≡ [f, g] (2.16)
where g is any funtion of z and [, ] denotes the Poisson braket dened in (2.14)
Denition 2.2.2 A Lie transformation is the exponential adjoint Lie operator:
L ≡ exp(: f :) =
∞∑
n=0
1
n!
(: f :)n (2.17)
that ats on a funtion g as:
Lg = exp(: f :)g = g + [f, g] + 1
2!
[f, [f, g]] + . . . . (2.18)
If we identify the funtion in the exponential operator with f = −tH where H is the Hamiltonian
of the system and t is the independent variable, and we apply the orresponding Lie transformation to
the anonial variables z = {q,p} when these funtions do not expliitly depend on time taken at t0 we
obtain,
exp(−t : H :)z(t0) =
∞∑
n=0
tn
n!
dnz
dtn
|t0= z(t0 + t) (2.19)
where one an identify the result with the usual denition of the translation of a system by a time t
using the Taylor series expansions of the funtion at the time t0. Sine in aelerator physis the time
oordinate t is replaed by the trajetory s, the time evolution must be replaed by the evolution along
the ring or the beamline, but the formalism itself applies in the same way.
BCH theorem
An aelerator is omposed by a onatenation of elements, usually drift spaes, quadrupoles. As we will
see, eah element has its own Hamiltionian, and the Lie transformation along the sequene of elements is
just the ordered produt of the dierent transformations in eah element. The basi formula that allows to
onatenate exponential operators is alled the Baker-Campbell-Hausdor (BCH) formula. This formula
reads,
e:f :e:g: = e:h:, (2.20)
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where g and f are fully dierentiable funtions of the dynamial variables and
h = f + g +
1
2
[f, g] +
1
12
[f − g, [f, g]] + . . . . (2.21)
Finally, using the BCH formula, we an express the whole sequene of elements in one unique term
that ontains all the information of the system,∏
i
exp(− : liHi :) = exp(− : LHe :), (2.22)
where L is the total length of the system andH
e
is the eetive Hamiltonian that represents the omplete
series of elements.
Similarity transformations
The algebra of Lie transformations is non-ommutative and the reordering of the produt of the elements
of suh transformations an be performed using similarity transformations. The similarity transformation
an be interpreted as a simple oordinate transformation,
qi → qi + [f, qi] + 1
2!
[f, [f, qi]] + . . . , (2.23)
pi → pi + [f, pi] + 1
2!
[f, [f, pi]] + . . . . (2.24)
If f is a quadrati funtion of q and p, the hange of oordinates is linear and an be expressed in a
matrix form. This orresponds to the Lie algebra equivalent of the familiar hange of oordinates in the
algebra of matries:
M ′ = RMR−1. (2.25)
If we onsider a series of transformations, we an reorder this series by suessive appliations of the
similarity transformations. We an reorder a series of mixed linear fi and non-linear gi transformations.
It is possible to move all the non-linear terms together by suessively moving them through the linear
terms as follows:
e:g1:e:f1:e:g2:e:f2: = e:g1:e:f1:e:f2:e:g2(e
:f2:z): = e:f1:e:f2:e:g1(e
:f2:e:f1:):e:g2(e
:f2:z):. (2.26)
The non-linear transformations keep the same struture although the oordinates on whih they at
are now dierent. Note that sine the fi are linear transformations the familiar tools of matrix algebra
an be applied. The BCH theorem an be used to express in a single non-linear term all the non-linear
terms oming from dierent ontributions so that the whole series is redued to one linear transformation
times one non-linear term.
Appliations to Optis
The Lie exponential formalism explained above is easy to apply to explain the beam motion passing
through a beamline omposed by drifts spaes, bending magnets, quadrupoles and higher order multi-
poles. Taking denition (2.2.2) one an desribe the dynamis of the system identifying the funtion f
with the Hamiltonian of the system and g with the initial oordinate we want to transform. Therefore,
all the information is stored in the Hamiltonian of all the elements that ompose the beamline and using
the BCH formula (2.21) one an desribe the whole system with just one expression.
The following trunated Hamiltonians desribe the dynamis of a partile in respetively a bending
magnet, a quadrupole and a sextupole [31℄.
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Figure 2.3: Sheme of the hromati aberration introdued by the nal doublet. The blak line represents
the on-momentum partile while the red and the blue ones represent a partile with a bit less energy and
a bit more energy respetively and how the foalize to dierent points. This eet is seen at the IP as a
beam size dilution.
Dipoles
H =
1
1 + δ
(
−xδ
ρ
+
1
2ρ2
x2
)
+
1
2
(
x′2 + y′2
)
(2.27)
Quadrupoles
H =
1
2(1 + δ)
Kq
(
x2 − y2)+ 1
2
(
x′2 + y′2
)
(2.28)
Sextupoles
H =
1
3!(1 + δ)
Ks
(
x3 − 3xy2)+ 1
2
(
x′2 + y′2
)
(2.29)
where ρ is the urvature radius of the bending magnet and δ = dpp is the energy spread. The onstants
Kq and Ks determine the quadrupole and the sextupole gradient and the phase spae is determined by
the spatial oordinates x and y and the momentum oordinates x′ = px/ps and y′ = py/ps being px,y the
anonial transverse momentum and ps the longitudinal momentum.
2.3 Chromatiity
Muh like in the lassial Newton's experiment of light diration, where he ould split white light into
dierent olors of the spetra due to the dierene in refration index for dierent wavelengths, we an see
that only partiles with the nominal design momentum will be foused exatly at the IP. O-momentum
partiles will be foused at dierent longitudinal positions, eetively inreasing the beam size at the IP.
This eet is alled hromatiity by analogy with light optis and an be seen shematially in Fig. 2.3.
Commonly in the literature the vertial hromatiity originated at the FD is quantied by the ap-
proximation,
∆y∗
rms
σ∗y,0
≈ l
∗
β∗y
σδ ≈ ξyσδ, (2.30)
where ξy is the term alled hromatiity, l
∗
is the length of the last drift between the last quadrupole and
the IP, β∗y is the vertial beta-funtion at the IP and σδ is the energy spread of the beam. Chromatiity
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for a single quadrupole an be alulated using the expression
ξx,y =
∫
βx,y(s)K(s)ds, (2.31)
where K(s) is the strength of the quadrupole and βx,y the horizontal and vertial β-funtion at the
quadrupole loation. The hromati dilution of the vertial beam size is given by
σ∗y ≈ σ∗y,0
√
1 + ξ2yσ
2
δ , (2.32)
and it may be very large, tens or thousands of times the nominal beam size. One an rewrite the above
expression for hromatiity in the map formalism [51℄ for a Gaussian energy distributed beam,
ξ2y =
1
β∗y
(
X2y,00101βy0 +X
2
y,00011
1
βy0
)
(2.33)
where Xy are the oeients of the transfer map given by Eq. (2.11) between the beginning of the line
and the IP. The terms βy0 and β
∗
y are the vertial β-funtions at the starting point and at the Interation
Point (IP) respetively.
Of ourse, this eet must be ompensated in some way to avoid beam size and luminosity dilution.
The idea is to ompensate this eet using sextupoles. Due to the nonlinearity of the sextupolar eld,
sextupoles an foalize partiles with dierent energies to the same point ompensating the aberration
introdued by quadrupoles. Let us onsider a ombination of one quadrupole and one sextupole, with
Hamiltonian introdued in (2.28) and (2.29) respetively taking into aount just the terms related to
the proper elds. We assume as valid the thin lens approximation, i.e. the partile position does not
hange within the element and therefore we do not need to onsider the x′ and y′ dependene of the
Hamiltonian. For small values of δ we an obtain the expression,
Hq =
1
2
kq(x
2 − y2)− 1
2
kqδ(x
2 − y2), Hs = 1
3!
ks(x
3 − 3xy2). (2.34)
In order to ompensate the hromati aberration, we need to loate the sextupole in a dispersive
region to separate in spae partiles with dierent energy. This task is done by a horizontal bending
magnet loated upstream of the FD. In terms of the Hamiltonian, this an be interpreted as a hange of
oordinates given by
x→ x+ ηxδ (2.35)
y → y (2.36)
where ηx is the horizontal dispersion at the sextupole loation. We onsider two ases. In the rst
one only the sextupole is in a dispersive region while quadrupole remains in a dispersion-free region.
Hamiltonians an be rewritten,
Hq =
1
2
kq(x
2 − y2)− 1
2
kqδ(x
2 − y2) (2.37)
Hs =
1
3!
ks(x
3 − 3xy2) + 1
2
ksηxδ(x
2 − y2) + 1
2
η2xδ
2x+
1
3!
η3xδ
3
(2.38)
We need to merge the expressions (2.37) and (2.38) in one single Hamiltonian using the BCH for-
mula (2.21). Sine we have assumed no dependene on px,y the terms [Hq, Hs] vanish and the single
Hamiltonian is just the sum of the quadrupole and sextupole Hamiltonian H = Hq +Hs. The hromati
term oming from the Hamiltonian is aneled by the seond term in (2.38) if we take kq = ksηx. The
remaining terms are the proper fousing term from the quadrupole
1
2
kq(x
2−y2), a geometri term oming
from the sextupole
1
3!
ks(x
3−3xy2) that will is ompensated introduing a seond sextupole with opposite
phase, a seond order dispersion term
1
2
η2xδ
2x and nally a purely hromati term 1
3!
η3xδ
3
that has no
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eet on the dynamis of the partiles.
If we onsider now the ase where the quadrupole is also in a dispersive region with dispersion value
ηx the quadrupole Hamiltonian is
Hq =
1
2
kq(x
2 − y2)− 1
2
kqδ(x
2 − y2) + kqηδx− kqηxδ2x+ 1
2
kqη
2
xδ
2 − 1
2
kqη
2
xδ
3. (2.39)
Again, the last two terms do not have eet on the dynamis sine they have no dependene on the
oordinates. Two new terms proportional to x appear. The seond order dispersion term −kqηxδ2x is
half ompensated with the seond order dispersion term oming from the sextupole. In order to fully
ompensate this term, sextupoles must double its strength but then an overompensation of the hro-
matiity is applied. For that reason the entire hromatiity of the FFS must be generated upstream of
the FD in a non-dispersive region.
The reason we have separated the analysis in two dierent ases is beause there are two dierent
approahes in order to ompensate the hromati eet, the traditional sheme, based on dediated
hromati orretion setions for eah plane; and the loal orretion sheme, based on the loal orretion
of the hromatiity. Eah of them represents the ases desribed above.
2.4 Final Fous Systems
The Final Fous System (FFS) is a part of the Beam Delivery System (BDS) of a linear ollider. The
BDS also inludes the energy and betatron ollimation systems, diagnostis setion (inluding very pre-
ise energy spetrometer and polarimeter), main extration line, tune-up and extration line. The large
hromatiity generated by the Final Doublet (FD) requires dediated anellation as well as other asso-
iated aberrations not oming diretly from the FD suh as sextupole geometri aberrations. In order to
minimize the emittane growth and energy spread due to synhrotron radiation in bending setions in
the FFS and BDS in general, the bending magnets must be long and weak determining the total length
of the whole system. The need to ollimate the beam halo also aets the design and total length of the
ollimation setion and also determines whether the ollimation system spoilers and absorbers need to
be survivable or onsumable. All these and some other requirements are taken into aount in the design
of the BDS of a linear ollider.
The main task of a linear ollider Final Fous System [32,33℄ is to foalize the beam to the small sizes
required at the Interation Point (IP). To ahieve this, the FFS forms a large and almost parallel beam
at the entrane of the Final Doublet (FD), whih ontains two strong quadrupole lenses. Typially, two
dierent onepts of FFS have been developed: a dediated non-loal hromatiity orretion sheme,
with a dediated orretion setion for eah plane and an alternative where hromatiity is orreted
loally at the FD. In the next setions both shemes are widely desribed.
Almost all of this thesis is devoted to the desription, omparison, optimization and simulation of
dierent Final Fous Systems for CLIC and ILC.
2.4.1 Dediated Chromatiity Corretion Sheme
One of the rst designs of the FFS for linear olliders ontains four setions: the mathing telesope (MS),
the horizontal hromatiity orretion setion (CCX), the vertial hromatiity orretion (CCY) and the
nal telesope (FT) where the Final Doublet (FD) is loated. The hromatiity ompensation setions
onsisted of symmetri optis whih reated two loations with large beta-funtions in both planes as
well as maximum of dispersion funtion, where sextupoles are plaed. The transfer matrix between sex-
tupoles was designed to be M = −I in order to anel geometri aberrations produed by sextupoles for
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Figure 2.4: Basi layout of the traditional hromatiity orretion sheme showing only vertial hromati
orretion. In general, the traditiona sheme ontains two separated orretion setion for horizontal and
verital planes.
on-energy partiles, while reating additional fousing/defousing eet for o-energy partiles, to om-
pensate the FD hromatiity as explained in previous setions. The two pairs of sextupoles separated by
a −I transformation were typially non-interleaved, to minimize the third and higher order aberrations.
All earlier designs followed this priniple. Designs like this one are present in FFTB [21℄, the JLC FF
optis [34℄, VLEPP optis [35℄ and the NLC [36℄. In Fig. 2.4 a shemati view of suh system with the
two hromati orretion setions is shown.
Although its simpliity, this system is rather long, inreasing its ost, with long bending setions that
indue important quantities of synhrotron radiation diluting the beam size at the IP. Sine the hromati
ompensation is done far away from the main hromatiity soure, the Final Doublet, any disturbane to
the beam due to, for example, synhrotron radiation reated between sextupoles and IP would disturb
the orret ompensation of the hromatiity. Another important issue is the bandwidth limitation due
to the hromati breakdown of the −I transformation between sextupoles. This in partiular reates
large aberrations for o-energy partiles and espeially for partiles in the beam tails. This sheme was
onsidered in the former designs of the CLIC FFS design [37℄.
2.4.2 Loal Chromatiity Corretion Sheme
An alternative design was suggested in 2001, performing a loal orretion of the hromatiity [25℄. In
this design, the hromatiity is aneled loally by two sextupoles interleaved with the FD. The disper-
sion needed in the FD region is generated by a bending magnet upstream. The parasiti seond order
dispersion present in Eq. (2.39) is aneled loally provided half of horizontal hromatiity arrives from
upstream of the FD. The geometri aberrations introdued by the FD sextupoles are aneled by adding
two more sextupoles plaed in phase with them and upstream of the bending magnet. The higher order
aberrations are aneled by means of the optimization of the transfer matries between sextupoles. The
design feature omes from the fat that two sextupoles plaed in the FD annot simultaneously anel
three parameters: the x and y hromatiity and the x-seond order dispersion, however, introduing a
new free parameter, the amount of horizontal hromatiity arriving upstream of the FD, allows to anel
all three major lower order aberrations simultaneously. The general layout of suh sheme is shown in
Fig. 2.5.
The rst FFS based on the loal hromati orretion priniple has been used in the later designs
of the NLC FFS, whih previously was designed using the traditional sheme. It was found that the
loal sheme was 6 times shorter than traditional sheme [25℄. Moreover, the energy bandwidth of the
loal orretion sheme was found to be better than in the non-loal orretion. It was found that the
later sheme has muh less aberrations and it does not mix betatron phases of non-ore partiles, whih
has important impliations on the beam halo generation and its impat on the ollimation system. The
drawbak for the improved performane was a more diult design proess, whih is aused by the fat
that good anellation of higher order aberrations required optimal seletion of the rst order optis. In
spite of these diulties, a semi algorithmi proedure has been found and its reipe is given in [38℄.
This newer sheme is urrently onsidered for the ILC and CLIC baseline designs and it is being tested
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at ATF2, where reently vertial spot sizes of about 44 nm have been reahed [2628℄ representing the
experimental validation of this sheme.
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Figure 2.5: Basi layout of the loal hromatiity orretion sheme, with the two pairs of interleaved
sextupoles.
2.5 Luminosity
Luminosity (L) is proportional to the number of ollisions that are produed when two beams ross eah
other. The expression that relates luminosity, ross setion (σ) of some event and number of events
produed (R) of suh kind is given by,
R = Lσ (2.40)
Luminosity will depend, of ourse, on the bunh population N (assuming an equal number of partiles
for both beams) and their density distributions within the bunhes. Luminosity is determined by the
overlap of the ore distributions given by the integral,
L = KN2
∫
ρe+(x, y)ρe−(x, y)dxdy (2.41)
where K is the kinemati fator given by K =
√
(~v1 − ~v2)2 − (~v1 × ~v2)2/c2 and ~v1,2 are the veloity
vetor of the inoming beams, ρ(x, y) is the bunh density distribution of e− adn e+ bunhes. Assuming
Gaussian distributed beams and head-on ollisions, luminosity in a linear ollider an be redued to an
expression like,
L = N
2f
rep
nb
4πσ∗xσ∗y
HD, (2.42)
where f
rep
is the repetition frequeny, nb the number of bunhes per pulse, N the number of partiles per
bunh and σ∗x,y the ore horizontal and vertial spot size respetively. Finally, HD is the enhanement
fator due to the pinh eet, the mutual attration of both beams lose to the IP that ats like a strong
foalization enhaning the luminosity value. This value is HD ≈ 2 for CLIC at 3 TeV [12℄.
Eq. (2.42) is a rst approximation but it is modied when we onsider more detailed eets like
ollisions with rossing angle or the hourglass eet due to the nite length of the bunhes. Both are
desribed briey in the next setions.
2.5.1 Crossing-angle and rab avity
A horizontal rossing angle between the beams at the IP is introdued in the linear olliders BDS to
leanly extrat the spent beam and to allow the IR quadrupoles to t into the available spae (see Fig.
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Figure 2.6: Crossing angle sheme and Crab Cavities loation.
2.6). This rossing sheme produes a luminosity loss with respet to the head on ollision aording to,
L ≈ L
head on
1√
1 + Θ
, (2.43)
where Θ is the Piwinski angle, given by,
Θ ≡ tan(θc/2)σz
σx
, (2.44)
where θc is the full rossing angle, σz the bunh length and σx the horizontal beam size. Sine, this
luminosity redution might be signiant, some way to ompensate this eet while keeping the rossing
angle is required. This task is performed by rab avities. They apply a transverse kik in suh a way
that the head and the tail of the bunh are kiked in opposite diretions resulting into a global rotation
of the bunh. The sign of the tilt is suh that the two bunhes are in line during ollision. The nal
result is that, in the bunh referene system, they interat with zero rossing angle and the luminosity
loss due to the rossing angle is reovered.
2.5.2 Hourglass eet
Sine the β-funtions have their minimum at the IP and inrease with the distane, to onsider the beam
size onstant along the whole ollision length in some ases is not a good approximation. In a low-β
region the β-funtion varies with the distane s to the minimum (see Fig. 2.7) as:
β(s) ≈ β∗
(
1 +
(
s
β∗
)2)
⇒ σ(s) = σ∗
√
1 +
(
s
β∗
)2
, (2.45)
and therefore the beam size inreases approximately linearly with the distane to the IP. Beause of the
shape of the β-funtion this eet is alled the hourglass eet. This is speially important when the
β-funtion is omparable to the bunh length σz and not all the partiles ollide at the minimum of
the transverse beam size and therefore a luminosity redution is observed. In order to reevaluate the
expression for the luminosity, we have to take into aount the variation of the beam size (β-funtions) in
the overlapping integral to alulate luminosity. Assuming a symmetri ollider with σ∗y ≪ σ∗x we obtain
a redution with respet to the nominal luminosity L0 [39℄,
L
L0 =
√
2
π
aebK0(b), (2.46)
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Figure 2.7: Hourglass eet for CLIC and ILC at 500 GeV .o.m. energy. CLIC β∗y = 0.1 mm and ILC
β∗y = 0.48 mm
where,
a =
β∗y√
2σz
, b = a2
[
1 +
(
σz
σ∗x
tan(θc/2)
)2]
(2.47)
where K0 is a Bessel funtion. This eet gives the optimal value of the vertial β-funtion at the IP
that maximizes luminosity whih is usually β∗y ≈ σz .
2.5.3 Beam-beam eets
The dynamis of the partiles is strongly modied when the beams approah to eah other lose to the IP
and they feel the strong eletromagneti eld of the opposite beam [40℄.The magnitude of the beam-beam
eets is often quantied by the so-alled disruption parameter Dx,y dened as the ratio between the rms
bunh length σz and the eetive foal length fx,y [39℄,
Dx,y ≡ σz
fx,y
=
2Nreσz
γσ∗x,y(σ∗x + σ∗y)
, (2.48)
where N denotes the number of partiles per bunh, γ the relativisti Lorentz fator, and re the lassial
eletron radius. If the disruption parameter is small, the beam ats like a thin lens while if it is large, the
foal length is shorter than the bunh length leading to a pinh enhanement that an lead to instabilities
that an redue the luminosity in presene of some osets.
During the ollision, partiles emit synhrotron radiation in the eld of the opposing beam. This
radiation is alled beamstrahlung and it is haraterized by the Υ parameter, whih is proportional to
the average ritial energy [39℄,
Υ =
2~ωc
3E
≈ 5
6
γr2eN
ασz(σx + σy)
, (2.49)
whereE is the beam energy, α ≈ 1/137 is the approximation of the ne struture onstant, ωc ≡ 3cγ3/(2ρ)
is the ritial frequeny haraterizing the synhrotron light spetrum, with ρ the bending radius, γ the
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Lorentz fator, c is the speed of light and σz the bunh length.
Nγ ≈ 5ασz
2γλ¯e
Υ
(1 + Υ2/3)1/2
≈ 2 αreN
σx + σy
, (2.50)
where the last approximation applies if Υ ≤ 1. The number of emitted photons Nγ should not be muh
higher than one photon per partile in order to avoid very high bakgrounds deposited in the detetor.
Flat beams and luminosity
Energy loss due to the Beamstrahlung emission is one of the fators that an redue the luminosity
performane of a linear ollider due to high bunh intensities at the IP. Although very small beam sizes
inrease luminosity, they also inrease the number of emitted photons. From Eq. (2.42) and Eq. (2.50)
one an dedue that it is desirable to redue the value of σ∗xσ
∗
y while keeping σ
∗
x + σ
∗
y small enough. The
solution is to reate at beams where usually σ∗x ≫ σ∗y and therefore the number of photons only depends
on the horizontal beam size.
Therefore, beause of the Beamstrahlung emission, there will be pairs of partiles that will ollide at
energies dierent from the nominal .o.m. energy. In order to evaluate this eet, we dene the peak
luminosity L1% and the total luminosity LT . The total luminosity takes into aount the luminosity
delivered by all the ollisions, even if they ollide at dierent energy from the nominal. Peak luminosity
only takes into aount the luminosity delivered by those ollisions produed above the 99% of the nominal
energy (denoted as L1%). For a Beamstrahlung free ollision LT = L1% while for ollisions taking into
aount Beamstrahlung emission LT > L1% and a long tail spetra of ollisions out of the nominal energy
appears.
2.6 Synhrotron radiation
Synhrotron radiation is one of eets that an dilute the beam size and the luminosity in a ollider,
speially at high energies. This radiation omes from harged partiles that suer a transverse aeleration
(hanging the diretion of motion) and the emission is produed mostly on the plane dened by the partile
trajetory.
There are two ases where the synhrotron radiation emission is important in a linear ollider: radi-
ation in bending magnets and radiation in quadrupoles, this last eet drives to the Oide eet.
2.6.1 Radiation in bending magnets
Linear olliders suer from synhrotron radiation in some bending setions due to the very high energy
of the partiles, mainly in the FFS where bending magnets are needed to generate dispersion for the
orretion of hromati aberrations [41℄.
The horizontal emittane dilution due to synhrotron radiation an be estimated using:
〈x2〉
β∗
= 4.13 · 10−11[m2GeV−5]E5I, (2.51)
where E is the beam energy and I is the integral given by
I =
∫ L
0
H(s)
|ρx(s)3| cos
2Φ(s)ds ≈
∑
i
Li
Hi
|ρx,i|3 cos
2Φi, (2.52)
where Li is the length of the bending magnet and ρi is the bending radius of the i-th dipole magnet and
H is given by
H = D
2
x + (D
′
xβx +Dxαx)
2
βx
, (2.53)
and Φ = ∆φ(s → L) + arctan (−α− βη′/η). The approximation in Eq.(2.52) of the integral by the sum
is valid if we split all the bending magnets in short enough slies.
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2.6.2 Oide eet
There is an essential limitation on the fousing of eletron and positron beams due to synhrotron
radiation emission in the quadrupoles, mainly the ones onforming the nal doublet of a linear ollider
[41, 42℄. Therefore, there exists a fundamental limit in the minimum spot size at the IP and the nal
luminosity. The minimum spot size is determined by the emittane of the beam at the entrane of the
nal fous and the FD parameters, the β∗ at the IP and the beam energy. The minimum spot size is
given by the expression,
σ∗y
2 = β∗yǫy +
110
3
√
6π
reλeγ
5F
(√
KL,
√
Kl∗
)( ǫy
β∗y
)5/2
, (2.54)
where the funtion F
(√
KL,
√
Kl∗
)
is dened by:
F
(√
KL,
√
Kl∗
)
≡
≡
∫ √KL
0
| sinφ+
√
Kl∗ cosφ|3
[∫ φ
0
(
sinφ′ +
√
Kl∗ cosφ′
)2
dφ′
]2
dφ. (2.55)
and L is the quadrupole length, l∗ is the length of the last drift, K the quadrupole strength and re the
lassial eletron radius.
This limit must be taken into aount arefully sine for CLIC, the nominal spot size is usually very
lose to the minimum and sometimes, mainly for high energy ases, an optimization of the quadrupole
length is needed to keep this limit below the nominal beam size.
2.7 Toleranes
The very small beam sizes required at the IP are translated in very tight toleranes in the last setions of
the aelerator, namely the FFS. Small perturbations to nominal values of the magnet strength, position
and tilt for example, yield a not perfet fousing at the IP and therefore the inrease of the beam size
at this point. A misaligned quadrupole foalizes the beam in a dierent point and a degradation of the
beam size at the ollision point. All these onstraints impose a serious limits to the ollider performane
and speial and eetive tuning tehniques must be applied in order to redue their impat.
2.8 Tuning
When we onsider realisti imperfetions, the mahine performane dereases dramatially, typially, the
beam size inreases and luminosity drops substantially about 6 orders of magnitude. The tuning is the
proedure whih brings the system performane to its design values. Sine the initial errors are unknown,
the tuning requires a statistial study. Usually more than 100 mahines with randomly distributed errors
are onsidered in omputer simulations. The simulated tuning reprodues a realisti tuning proedure
in a mahine and it is omposed of several tehniques briey desribed below. More information about
beam ontrol tehniques an be found in [43℄.
2.8.1 Simplex-Nelder Algorithm
The Simplex-Nelder algorithm is the numerial method ommonly used for optimization in nonlinear
systems. This tehnique minimizes a merit funtion in a multi-dimensional spae. For the Final Fous
optimization, the merit funtion is usually the beam size at the IP or the luminosity while the multi-
dimensional spae is omposed of the available mahine parameters. Due to the large number of variables
to be tuned the onvergene of the algorithm ould be very slow and is not guaranteed.
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2.8.2 Beam Based alignment (BBA)
Some methods are based on the measurement of the beam orbit and its deviation from the nominal path
to apply the required hanges in the physial elements of the beam line. To implement these tehniques
a set of Beam Position Monitors (BPM) and orretors are needed. Small dipoles and quadrupole dis-
plaements are used as orretors. Two main steering tehniques are applied: one-to-one orbit orretion
and dispersion free steering [43℄.
One-to-one orretion
The orbit orretion tehnique known as one to one steering tehniques, minimizes the BPM readings
seeking for the at orbit through the beam line. The beam is deeted to pass through the BPM
enter and, assuming that the BPM is not oset with respet to the quadrupole, this would show zero
displaement. Notie that one-to-one steering generates dispersion and it will ontribute to emittane
dilution.
Mathematially, in a transport line the beam entroid position measured downstream at loation sj
obeys
xj =
j∑
i=0
√
βiβjθi sin(φj − φi), (2.56)
whih has ontributions from eah dipole kik θi and depends on the β-funtions at the loation of the
disturbanes and at the observation point and on the phases φi and φj .
Assuming a set of N BPMs in the beam line, the orbit measured by the monitors is represented by the
vetor
~bN , while a vetor ~CM represents the strength ofM orretors present in the beam line. Ativating
eah orretor one at a time and reording the orbit exitation at all BPMs, the response matrix Rc of
the orretors is determined. The orbit orretor algorithm gives optimum strength of the orretors by
solving
~bN +Rc · ~CM = 0, (2.57)
where
~bn is the vetor of the initial BPM readings before orretion.
One-to-one steering is usually used during initial ommissioning of an aelerator as it is one of the
simplest and fastest of all steering algorithms.
Dispersion Free steering
The Dispersion Free Steering (DFS) tehnique aims to orret the orbit and to math the dispersion ~η to
its nominal value ~η0. The dispersion is measured using two beams with slightly dierent energies, namely
E ± ∆E, where ∆E is usually a few % of the nominal energy E. The beams with dierent energies
produe two dierent orbit readings,
~b∆E+ and
~b∆E− . The measured dispersion is then given by
~η =
~b∆E+ −~b∆E−
2∆E
. (2.58)
The matrix D desribes the dispersion response of the system to the orretors and it is obtained by
ativating eah orretor sequentially and reording the dispersion deviation from the design value at the
BPMs. The optimum strength of the orretors is obtained by solving the equation(
~bn
~η − ~η0
)
+
(
Rc
D
)
· ~CM = 0. (2.59)
where
~CM represents the vetor ontaining the strengths of the M orretors.
Dispersion-free-steering is an algorithmwhih orrets the dispersive errors frommisaligned quadrupoles.
This tehnique proved ruial for maintaining stable lina emittanes at the SLC [44℄.
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Tuning knobs
A knob is a ombination of available variables (quadrupole strength, orretor strength, sextupole posi-
tions, ...) that are simultaneously hanged with the proper ratio and relative sign in suh a way that only
the aberration of interest is orreted. Knobs were used to minimize the spot sizes at the SLC interation
point and to produe the maximum luminosity. The spot sizes at the IP are routinely optimized by
orreting the most important low-order aberrations inluding waist shift, dispersion and skew oupling
using the knobs whih onsisted of orthogonal linear ombinations of the strengths of normal quadrupoles
and skew quadrupoles.
Nowadays, there are some failities that use this orretion system like ATF2 and it is one of the
basi tools for tuning simulations for linear ollider luminosity optimization where transverse sextupole
positions are used as knobs. The ATF2 FFS has ve sextupoles (SF6, SF5, SD4, SF1 and SD0) and
therefore, there are ten free parameters to adjust (5 per plane). A displaed sextupole generates a normal
and a quadrupole eld that an ompensate some aberrations present at the IP. The general method to
onstrut suh knobs is the Singular Value Deomposition (SVD) whih is a proedure for solving systems
of linear equations with either too many or too few variables. The problem an be ast into a matrix
equation of the form,

∆βx
∆αx
∆µx
∆ηx
∆η′x
∆βy
∆αy
∆µy
∆ηx
∆η′x


+


B11 B12 . . . B1N
B21 B22 . . . B2N
. . . . . .
BM1 BM2 . . . BMN




∆K1
∆K2
...
∆KN

 = 0. (2.60)
where the rst vetor is the vetor that ontains the observable quantities to be orreted, the B matrix
is the response matrix that relates the knobs K with the observables [43℄.
The response matrix B may be obtained using the optis model or it may be determined by measuring
the optis diretly from the mahine. To optimally onstrain the solution, the number of adjustable
parameters N should be larger or equal to the number of onstraints M . The use of nonlinear knobs
(knobs based on nonlinear responses) was also explored in SLC [61℄ and are urrently being onsidered
in the ATF2 operation.
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Chapter 3
Comparison of traditional and ompat
Final Fous Systems
Along the introdutory hapter, the two main Final Fous System shemes, one with loal and non-loal
hromati orretion, have been desribed. In this hapter a full omparison of the performane of both
shemes for CLIC running at 3 TeV and 500 GeV .o.m. energies is done. In this hapter, we fous the
study on the orretion of the nonlinear aberrations, luminosity performane and tuning simulation.
3.1 FFS Optis Design
As we have seen, both shemes are relatively dierent from the point of view of the optis design and
on how hromatiity is orreted. In this setion we desribe in detail the lattie ongurations of both
systems for CLIC at 500 GeV and 3 TeV .o.m. energy.
The optis orresponding to the loal hromatiity orretion lattie sheme are taken from the lattie
repository [53,54℄ and no major hanges have been done exept for a minor remathing of the quadrupole
strengths in order to slightly hange the value of the β-funtions at the IP and the orresponding sextupole
strength remathing.
The work of this thesis has been foused on the optimization of the traditional FFS. The optis for the
traditional hromati sheme has been rstly generated by FFADA (Final Fous System Automati Design
and Analysis) [45℄. FFADA is a program whih allows the user to automatially design a generi nal
fous system orresponding to a set of some basi beam and mahine input parameters. It also derives the
properties of the designed system in terms of momentum aeptane, traking, ollimation requirements
and Oide eet. The FFADA output is a le written in MAD8 that is onverted to MADX [46℄ afterwards.
One the linear optis is perfetly mathed to the desired values using MADX, nonlinear optimiza-
tion of sextupoles is required. This nonlinear optimization of sextupole strengths is arried out using
MAPCLASS [47,48℄. MAPCLASS is a ode written in Python oneived to optimize the linear and non-
linear aberrations of Final Fous Systems. MAPCLASS needs the output of MADX-PTC [52℄ to obtain
the oeients of the map and uses optimization algorithms like the Simplex minimization algorithm to
ompensate the high order aberrations. Newer versions of MAPCLASS an run independently of PTC
generating the transfer map and evaluating the beam size at the IP [49℄.
3.1.1 Traditional Chromatiity orretion sheme
The Traditional Chromatiity orretion sheme is omposed of four main setions: the mathing setion
(MS), the horizontal hromati orretion setion (CCX), the vertial orretion setion (CCY) and the
nal transformer (FT). The following desribes both, the lattie for CLIC at 3 TeV and 500 GeV .o.m.
energy.
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Table 3.1: CLIC Design parameters at two dierent stages of the program, 500 GeV and 3 TeV enter of
mass energy [12℄. The energy spread σδ represents the full width of a at distribution.
Parameter [Units℄ 3 TeV 500 GeV
Center of mass energy E
CM
, [GeV℄ 3000 500
Repetition rate f
rep
, [Hz℄ 50 50
Bunh population Ne [10
9
℄ 3.72 6.8
Number of bunhes nb 312 354
Bunh separation ∆tb, [ns℄ 0.5 0.5
Aelerating gradient G, [MV/m℄ 100 80
Bunh length σz, [µm℄ 44 72
IP beam size σ∗x/σ
∗
y , [nm℄ 40/1 200/2.26
Beta funtion (IP) β∗x/β
∗
y , [mm℄ 7/0.068 8/0.1
Norm. emittane (IP) ǫx/ǫy, [nm℄ 660/20 2400/25
Energy spread σδ, [%℄ 1.0 1.0
Luminosity L
T
[1034m−2s−1℄ 5.9 2.3
Power onsumption P
wall
, [MW℄ 589 272
Site length, [km℄ 48.3 13.0
 Mathing setion (MS): The MS is omposed of four quadrupoles that math the inoming optial
funtions (βx, βy, αx, αy) from the ollimation setion to the nominal values at the IP.
 Horizontal hromati orretion setion (CCX): The CCX setion is omposed of 10 quadrupoles.
Two of them are plaed at the entrane and the exit of the setion with the same strength with a
length of 0.5 m. The other 8 quadrupoles have the same absolute strength and a length of 1.0 m,
and the alternate fousing and defousing quadrupoles. In between of suh quadrupoles, long and
weak bending magnets reate the required dispersion for the hromati orretion. In the high-β
regions 4 sextupoles are plaed in pairs at both sides of a quadrupole. The length of the sextupoles
is 0.5 m but this length might be inreased or shortened one the nal strength of the sextupole
is optimized and in ase of a very high pole tip eld. There is enough spae to inrease sextupole
length without aeting the general layout of the sheme.
 Vertial hromati orretion setion (CCY): The CCY setion follows the same struture of the
CCX setion. In this ase the produt of βy at the sextupole times the sextupole strength must
be higher than in the horizontal orretion setion sine the vertial hromatiity at the IP is also
larger than in the horizontal plane. In this setion, sextupole strength and length must be hosen
appropriately in order to avoid very high magneti elds.
 Final Transformer (FT): This is a dispersion free region that applies the nal demagniation of
the beam by means of the Final Doublet (FD). This is the main soure of hromati aberrations
due to the high strength of the quadrupole magnets that ompose the FD. It ontains the last drift
that determines the distane from the last quadrupole to the IP, L∗.
The optis layout [53,54℄ and the optial funtions for this sheme are shown in Fig. 3.1 top for 3 TeV
and in Fig. 3.2 top for 500 GeV. A top view of the layout at 3 TeV is also shwon in Fig. 3.3.
Brinkmann optis
In order to inrease the energy aeptane of the FFS, Brinkmann proposed in [55℄ to add extra sex-
tupoles all along the hromati orretion setions. This allows to relax the main sextupoles and to
inrease the energy aeptane. We follow this approah in order to inrease the luminosity of the system
adding 4 more sextupoles in eah hromati orretion setion. Two pairs of otupoles, in the FD region
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and a seond pair upstream, are also added in order to orret the remaining geometrial aberrations
introdued by the sextupoles. As we will see, the introdution of extra sextupoles, although it inreases
the luminosity,makes more omplex the tuning of suh mahines.
3.1.2 Loal Chromatiity orretion sheme
The loal hromatiity orretion sheme is more diult to design from srath [38℄ and it does not
present the lear modular struture of the traditional orretion sheme. Nevertheless we an dierentiate
four main setions.
 Mathing setion (MS): As in the previous ase, it is omposed of four quadrupoles that math the
inoming optial funtions to the nominal values at the IP.
 Seond doublet (SD): A seond quadrupole doublet is used to put a pair of sextupoles interleaved
with them in order to anel the geometri aberrations introdued by the pairs of sextupoles in the
FD region.
 Bending setion (BS): The bending setion is loated between the two quadrupole doublets and
generates the required dispersion for the orret anellation of the hromati aberrations. The
dispersion has its peak in the FD region.
 Final Transformer (FT): Unlike the traditional FFS, in this ase the FD is not a dispersion free
region sine a pair of sextupoles, SF1 and SD0, is interleaved with the two nal quadrupoles, QF1
and QD0. The dispersion vanishes at the IP but its derivative does not.
The lattie designs following suh sheme for 3 TeV and 500 GeV are taken from the existing designs
from the lattie repository [57, 58℄ and we just have to remath the inoming funtions to slightly vary
the parameters at the IP but always keeping the main struture of the design. The optis layout and
the optial funtions for this sheme is shown in Fig. 3.1 bottom for 3 TeV and in Fig. 3.2 bottom for
500 GeV.
3.2 Final Fous Systems Optimization
The nonlinear optimization of the Final Fous System onsists of mathing the strengths of the quadrupoles,
sextupoles and higher order multipoles in order to redue the transverse beam size ompensating nonlin-
ear aberrations. In Table 3.2 the hromatiity for both systems at dierent energies is omputed using
Eq. (2.33) and ompared to the beam size inrease. One an see that at 3 TeV the hromatiity is
muh larger for the initial design of the traditional sheme than for the loal sheme. This is due to the
fat that a maximum length for the FFS of 1.5 km is imposed, half of the length of the proposed FFS
in [60℄, in order to redue the total ost of the system. This requires very high intermediate β-funtions
for hromati ompensation inreasing the total hromatiity of the system. The large β-funtions an
be ompared in Fig. 3.1. At 500 GeV the peak β-funtions are omparable and therefore the value of
hromatiity similar. In the next setions we optimize the traditional sheme reduing the β-funtions at
the intermediate quadrupoles in order to redue hromatiity.
The length of the last drift (L∗) and the length and strength of the last quadrupole (QD0) are
summarized in Table 3.3 for both shemes. At 3 TeV, the loal orretion sheme uses six sextupoles
following the sheme given in [25℄ and two otupoles and one deapole in the FD region, as presented
in [12℄, Fig. 3.1 (top). At 500 GeV ve sextupoles are used for the hromati orretion, Fig. 3.2 (top).
The traditional sheme uses, for both energies, four pairs of main sextupoles (two pairs in CCX and two
pairs in CCY) and eight more weak sextupoles to inrease the momentum bandwidth following the idea
presented in [55℄. Two pairs of otupoles are also introdued, a pair in the FD region and a seond pair
upstream in opposite phase with the rst one. The layout of suh systems is shown in Fig. 3.1 (bottom)
and Fig. 3.2 (bottom). Sine no dodeapoles or higher order multipoles are present in the beamlines,
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Figure 3.1: Optis of the CLIC 3 TeV loal orretion sheme (bottom) and dediated orretion sheme
(top) nal fous system showing horizontal and vertial β-funtions and dispersion funtion.
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Figure 3.2: Optis of the CLIC 500 GeV loal orretion sheme (bottom) and dediated orretion
sheme (top) nal fous system showing horizontal and vertial β-funtions and dispersion funtion.
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Figure 3.3: Top view of the Final Fous geometry for the Traditional sheme at 3 TeV (left) and the
omparison with the loal sheme (right) with the IP in the point where the two lines onverge.
Table 3.2: Chromatiity alulated using Eq. (2.33) and beam size inreases due to unorreted aberra-
tions. We see an agreement for σδ = 1% between formula and simulation.
Sheme Energy L
FFS
ξy σ
∗
y/σ
∗
y,0
[GeV℄ [m℄
Loal 3000 447 23786 237.7
Traditional 3000 1505 31258 312.1
Loal 500 553 19231 197.8
Traditional 500 660 22186 227.9
ontributions beyond order 6 beome negligible. One an see this on Fig. 3.9 where beyond order 6,
ontributions of higher order aberrations are very low. The results are in agreement with the nonlinear
optimization obtained in [47℄ for the 3 TeV ase.
3.2.1 Reduing the β-funtion at the sextupoles
Sine dispersion at the sextupole loation is limited by synhrotron radiation, the β-funtions at that
loations must be high enough to keep the sextupole strength below the maximum ahievable magneti
eld while keeping the sextupole length in a tehnially reasonable value (0.5-1 m). From previous results
at 3 TeV, one an see that the values of βy at the sextupole loations are of about 1400 km. Suh high
values drive a higher hromatiity of the system as we an see in Table 3.2 and Table 3.4 and also might
redue the tuning performane sine regions with high β-funtions are more sensitive to errors. In order
to redue these eets, one an lower the βy value at the sextupole loations. Sine the produt βks must
Table 3.3: Final doublet harateristis for both shemes at 3 TeV and 50 GeV .o.m. energy.
Sheme E
m
L∗ L
QD0
K
QD0
L
QF1
K
QF1
[GeV] [m℄ [m℄ [m−1] [m℄ [m−1]
Loal 3000 3.5 2.7 -0.32 3.26 0.13
Traditional 3000 3.5 2.7 -0.32 3.27 0.11
Loal 500 4.3 3.3 -0.26 4.0 0.11
Traditional 500 4.3 1.3 -0.54 0.88 0.42
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Table 3.4: Sextupole strength omparison for dierent ongurations of βsy and sextupole lengths.
Sheme Ls ks β
s
y B
max
s at 5 mm ξy LT
[m℄ [m
−2
℄ [km℄ [T℄ [1034 m−2s−1]
High β 0.5 11.6 1000 0.93 31258 7.5
Low β 0.5 44.0 260 3.51 23469 7.2
Low β 0.85 20.5 259 1.63 23469 7.4
Int. β 0.7 18.1 536 1.44 26335 7.4
be preserved, this will imply stronger sextupoles. Therefore, a ompromise between tuning performane
and sextupole strength must be found. As rst iteration, we redue the βy-funtion until reahing a
similar value of the βy-funtion at the FD region. This implies a redution of the βy-funtion at the
sextupole loations by almost a fator 4. The resulting optis after redution of the β-funtions is shown
in Fig. 3.4.
After nonlinear optimization a similar performane ompared to the ase with high β-funtions at the
sextupoles in terms of luminosity is reahed. The main issue is that for sextupoles of 0.5 m in length,
due to the derease of the β-funtions at the sextupoles, the required gradient exeeds the normal on-
duting regime and therefore a superonduting sextupole is needed. This option is tehnially being
explored and it does not seem a hallenge beyond our apabilities. Another possibility is to inrease the
sextupole length in order to redue the gradient. We onsider sextupoles of 0.85 m, already in the normal
onduting regime. Although the dynamis of the system in terms of the ompensation of nonlinearities
is similar to the ase with shorter sextupoles, it will have an important impat on the tuning performane.
A seond alternative was studied as a halfway between the two systems onsidered previously. In
order to avoid suh strong sextupole elds that require the use of superonduting tehnologies, we
double the β-funtions at the sextupole loations with respet to the last ase. This allows relaxing
sextupole strengths and using normal onduting tehnologies. In Table 3.4 the sextupole strengths and
the orresponding pole tip elds at 5 mm are shown for dierent vertial β-funtions at the sextupoles
and dierent sextupole lengths. The performane of this last system is the best in the normal onduting
regime.
3.2.2 Apertures and pole tip eld
With the available warm tehnology magnets with a peak eld of 2 Tesla are ahievable. This magneti
eld is alulated at the aperture, i.e, the inner radius of the magnet. This radius needs to be suiently
large to host the beam and the halo oming from the ollimator. The aperture is dened to be the largest
value between 15σx (15 times the horizontal beam size at that loation) and 50σy (50 times the vertial
beam size at that loation).
The magneti eld of the dierent elements determines the tehnial feasibility of the dierent elements
of the line. Aording to the alulated aperture (Ap), the peak magneti eld in a quadrupole an be
estimated using,
Bq[T ] = 3.33p[GeV/]kqAp. (3.1)
Similarly for a sextupole in the horizontal plane,
Bsx[T ] = 3.33p[GeV/]ks
Ap2
2
(3.2)
where p is the momentum of the beam, kq and ks are the quadrupole and sextupole gradients respetively
and Ap is the required aperture determined by the beam sizes.
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Figure 3.4: Optis for two ongurations of the CLIC 3 TeV dediated orretion sheme FFS with
redued βy-funtion at the sextupoles of CCY showing horizontal and vertial β-funtions and dispersion
funtion.
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3 TeV
The results for the apertures and quadrupole tip eld at 15σx and 50σy for the Traditional orretion
sheme are shown in Fig. 3.5 and for the loal sheme are shown in Fig. 3.6. In both ases we observe
that apertures are below 5 mm and the pole tip eld remains always below 2 T.
500 GeV
The results for 500 GeV .o.m energy for the Traditional orretion sheme are shown in Fig. 3.7 and for
the loal sheme are shown in Fig. 3.8. The rst thing one an observe is that in the Traditional design,
although apertures are smaller than in the 3 TeV ase, the FD quadrupoles are of about 2 T. This is
due to the fat that, as we an see in Table 3.3, the Final Doublet quadrupoles are shorter ompared to
the loal sheme. This is translated into a higher gradient and therefore a higher magneti eld. Sine
there is room to alloate longer quadrupoles, in priniple, it will not reate major issues if lower magneti
gradients are preferred.
In the ase of the Loal hromati sheme, we observe a very large aperture in the FD region. This
is aused by the high dispersion present in the horizontal plane. Nevertheless, the pole tip eld remains
below 1 T all along the line.
3.2.3 Synhrotron radiation
Synhrotron radiation in bending setions (required to reate the needed dispersion for hromatiity or-
retion) is one of the major issues that reates beam size dilution at the IP, more notably at high energies.
Another eet related to the synhrotron radiation is the so alled Oide eet [42℄. There exists a limit in
the beam demagniation due to the radiation in the Final Doublet quadrupoles. Both eets ontribute
to the beam dilution: radiation in bending magnets mainly dilutes the horizontal beam size while Oide
eet aets mainly the vertial beam size.
Table 3.5: Synhrotron radiation ontribution due to bending magnets and quadrupole magnets eet in
% of the RMS beam size.
Sheme E
m
∆σx/σx0 ∆σy/σy0
[GeV] (Bend) [%℄ (Quads) [%℄
Loal 3000 15.0 110
Traditional 3000 10.2 78.8
Loal 500 0.2 1.6
Traditional 500 0.1 47.7
Bending magnet strength must be optimized to provide enough dispersion for the hromatiity or-
retion but low enough to keep synhrotron radiation eets low. Therefore, a san of the bending angle
is done during the design and optimization. In Table 3.5 the eets of synhrotron radiation in the
transverse beam sizes after optimization are summarized. At 3 TeV, the horizontal beam size blow up is
kept under ontrol sine the strength of the bending magnets has has been optimized with that purpose.
The vertial beam size is strongly aeted by the radiation in the last quadrupoles but this eet is not
fully reeted in luminosity sine the impat is mostly present in the tails of the beam (i.e. inreasing
the rms beam size) but the ore of the beam remains pratially unperturbed and therefore, luminosity
is not seriously aeted.
At 500 GeV, the eet of the synhrotron radiation is very low in the horizontal plane sine the
energy is relatively low and the bending magnets weak enough. In the vertial plane the loal sheme
presents also a very low impat on the beam size. This is not the ase of the traditional sheme. We
have observed that this is aused by the short length of the last quadrupole ompared to the one used in
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Figure 3.5: Apertures and quadrupole pole tip eld at 15σx and 50σy for the traditional hromati
orretion sheme at 3 TeV .o.m. energy
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Figure 3.6: Apertures and quadrupole pole tip eld at 15σx and 50σy for the loal hromati orretion
sheme at 3 TeV .o.m. energy
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Figure 3.7: Apertures and quadrupole pole tip eld at 15σx and 50σy for the traditional hromati
orretion sheme at 500 GeV .o.m. energy
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Figure 3.8: Apertures and quadrupole pole tip eld at 15σx and 50σy for the loal hromati orretion
sheme at 500 GeV .o.m. energy
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Table 3.6: Total and peak luminosity (from partiles with at least 99% of the nominal energy) omputed
using GuineaPig for loal and traditional systems at high an low energies. The last olumn shows the
ontribution of the synhrotron radiation in the peak luminosity.
Sheme Energy L
T
L1% L1%/L(w/o SR)1%
[GeV℄ [m−2s−1] [m−2s−1]
Loal 3000 7.8 2.4 0.79
Traditional 3000 7.5 2.4 0.76
Loal 500 2.3 1.4 0.99
Traditional 500 2.2 1.3 0.94
the loal sheme. Although, as it has been explained before, it does not ause a big impat on the nal
luminosity, its length should be inreased in order to fully optimize the system.
3.3 Luminosity performane
Simulations of beam ollisions and luminosity omputation is performed with GuineaPig [71℄ [72℄) after
traking partiles through the FFS with PLACET [73℄. Both eletron and positron lines are onsidered
symmetrial and the beam oset at the IP is automatially orreted.
The values of luminosity after beam traking through the Final Fous System and ollision simulation
are summarized in Table 3.6. At 3 TeV, the optimization of both shemes give a luminosity above the
value given in Table 3.1. This extra luminosity an be used as a budget for imperfetions. The traditional
sheme gives a 4% lower total luminosity with respet to the loal sheme. This omes mainly from the
impat of nonlinear aberrations in the horizontal plane as an be observed in Fig. 3.9 (top) ofter an
optimization of the beam size order by order. Due to the length limitation of the traditional sheme
explained above and the weakness of the bending magnets in order to redue synhrotron radiation
eets, the dispersion funtion at the sextupole positions is not enough for a better hromati orretion.
At 500 GeV, the nonlinear optimization of the beam size is also performed presenting similar results for
both shemes as an be seen in Fig. 3.9. Total luminosity given by simulations of the loal sheme is
exatly the same value shown in Table 3.1. As in the previous ase, the traditional sheme presents a
lower performane in terms of total luminosity with respet to the loal sheme but only by a 4% less
total luminosity but ahieving the same peak luminosity. At low energies, both shemes present similar
performane keeping their length within a reasonable value.
3.3.1 Energy aeptane
The primary design of the Final Fous System is made onsidering that the beam energy is exatly the
nominal value. However, some small departures of the beam energy from its nominal value an our
due to a great variety of auses: losses by radiation or instabilities in the soure and the lina, for
example. The beam energy jitter oming from the lina is expeted to be up to 0.1% of the nominal
energy [63℄. The strength of the magnet that a partile sees depends on the energy of the partile:
more energeti partiles will bend less than less energeti partiles. Therefore, the performane of the
systems designed for the nominal energy might be seriously aeted if variations in energy are important
enough. The energy aeptane, or energy bandwidth, is the range of energies that a system like the
FFS is able to aept before dereasing its performane drastially. Ideally, we want the FFS to have
the largest energy aeptane. Realistially, this aeptane is very limited. In this setion we ompare
the energy aeptane of the dierent designs at dierent energies. The beam energy is varied from
E = E0(1−0.01) to E = E0(1+0.01). In the ase E0 = 1500 GeV it orresponds to E ∈ [1485, 1515]GeV
and for E0 = 250 GeV to E ∈ [247.5, 252.5] GeV.
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Figure 3.9: High order optimization using MAPCLASS for CLIC FFS at 3 TeV (top) and 500 GeV
(bottom).
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Figure 3.10: Energy bandwidth for CLIC FFS at 3 TeV. Two dierent latties are onsidered for the
loal sheme alled High and Low luminosity respetively. The rst presents a higher total luminosity
but a more redued bandwidth while the latter has been optimized to inrease energy bandwidth paying
the ost in terms of luminosity redution. In all the ases, the beam ontains always some energy spread
using a at distributed beam with 0.01E0 width.
3 TeV
In Fig. 3.10 the luminosity delivered by the FFS is shown as a funtion of the beam energy for dierent
systems. The loal hromati orretion sheme presents a better energy aeptane while the dierent
ases of the traditional present a narrower urve. For the traditional ase we ompare the pure dediated
orretion system with the extended version inluding more sextupoles following the idea of Brinkmann
explained in previous hapter. Indeed, the extra sextupoles inrease the momentum aeptane of the
system in a non negligible way.
500 GeV
As in the previous ase, in Fig. 3.11 we see how the luminosity dereases rapidly when the beam has a
dierene in the energy with respet to the nominal value. Due to the fat that sextupoles are plaed lose
to the FD and the odd dispersion sheme, the loal orretion sheme presents a wider energy bandwidth
than the traditional sheme. In any ase, the results are similar to the ones shown for the high energy
ase.
3.3.2 Inreasing the energy bandwidth
The weak point of the traditional sheme, even with the extra sextupoles following Brinkmann's idea, is
the redued energy bandwidth ompared to the loal system. An idea to inrease the energy aeptane
of the traditional sheme [74℄ is to plae a sextupole in the minimum of the β-funtions before the FD.
At this loation, the vertial β-funtion is seriously aeted for o momentum partiles and therefore
a beam size dilution at the IP. The last bending magnet is displaed towards the IP in order to keep
some residual dispersion at the sextupole loation. The sextupole strength must be optimized to adapt
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Figure 3.11: Energy bandwidth for CLIC FFS at 500 GeV. The beam energy prole is a at distribution
of 0.01E0 width.
the optis for o momentum partiles. In ase that an even more inreased bandwidth is needed, it is
possible to improve it by plaing a sextupole in the betatron waist position upstream of the FD and move
last dipoles in order to let some dispersion at the sextupole loation following the idea exposed in [74℄.
Jitter in energy oming from the lina
The expeted energy jitter of the beam oming from the lina and arriving to the FFS is about ∆E/E ≈
0.1%. Aording to the results shown previously, a deviation of 0.1% from nominal energy yields a
luminosity derease of about 4% in the loal sheme and of about 8% in the traditional sheme at 3 TeV.
A detail of the energy bandwidth at 3 TeV is shown in Figure 3.12.
3.4 Beam halo
A major issue faing the funtioning of a high urrent aelerator is beam halo formation. The halo
is formed by a small intensity distribution of partiles surrounding the ore of the beam and they an
ause unaeptable amounts of bakgrounds in the detetor as well as damage in the dierent elements
of the beamline in ase this halo esapes from the beam aperture. In order to redue the number of
partiles lost and to design the ollimation system, a preise ontrol of the beam halo is mandatory. In
order to observe the eet of the FFS on the beam halo we trak an elliptial transverse distribution of
partiles with dimensions of the ollimation aperture, i.e. 15σx horizontally and 50σy vertially, with a
at distributed energy spread of 1.4%. Figure 3.13 shows the halo distributions at the entrane of the
FD for traditional and loal FFS at CLIC 3 TeV. Unlike in [25℄ we observe that the optimized traditional
hromati orretion sheme presents a more ompat halo distribution ompared to the loal system.
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Figure 3.12: Detail of the energy bandwidth for CLIC FFS at 3 TeV.
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Figure 3.13: Beam at the entrane of the nal doublet for the loal and the traditional FFS for CLIC at
3 TeV .o.m. energy. Partiles of the inoming beam are plaed on an ellipsoid of 15σx and 50σy and an
at energy distribution with 1.4%E0 width.
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Table 3.7: Example of optimized weights for 3 TeV latties.
Sheme Energy [GeV℄ β ω1 ω2
Loal 3000 10 635 11
Traditional 3000 17 197 463
3.5 Tuning
The tuning proedure and the dierent tehniques to reover nominal performane of the mahine when
realisti imperfetions are introdued has been explained in hapter 2. In this setion we desribe the
results obtained from tuning simulations for dierent designs of the CLIC FFS desribed above. The tun-
ing simulations follow the same tehniques applied in earlier designs of the CLIC and ILC FFS [26,64,65℄.
In simulations we assume that all the magnets of the FFS (exept for the bending magnets) are
randomly displaed in the two transverse planes with a Gaussian distribution of σ = 10µm, whih is
dened to be the prealignment tolerane for this study. This value is an estimate [67℄, whih is very
lose to the value used in the main lina and in previous FFS tuning simulations [65℄. In this study the
eletron and positron lines are idential. The tehniques used to reover from the magnets displaements
are: beam based alignment (BBA) ombined with sextupole knobs. The BBA tehnique onsists of the
orbit orretion followed by dispersion-free steering (DFS) in the vertial plane and target dispersion
in the horizontal one like in [69℄. In the orbit orretion,the beam is steered through the enter of the
beam position monitors (BPMs). DFS is a tehnique that measures the dispersion along the line, using
o-energy test beams, and orrets it to zero or the nominal value. An energy dierene of ±0.1% is used
to measure dispersion. The assumed BPM resolution in these simulations is 10 nm.
The possibility to use tuning knobs based on sextupole displaements has been already explored in
CLIC [65℄, ILC [64℄ and ATF2 [26℄. The knob reation proedure followed for this study is detailed in [65℄.
The algorithm applies sequentially a one-to-one orretion, dispersion free steering, tuning knobs, a seond
dispersion free steering and a nal tuning knobs pass. We have added three weights (β, ω1, ω2) that avoid
too large orretor kiks to be applied from singularities during the Singular Value Deomposition (SVD).
They are introdued in the DFS algorithm in the following way,
 ~bn~η − ~η0
0

+

 RcωD
βI

 · ~CM = 0, (3.3)
where we use ω = ω1 for the rst DFS and ω = ω2 for the seond one and I is the identity matrix. These
three weights are optimized following a Simplex minimization taking the nal beam size as the gure of
merit. Table 3.7 summarizes the optimal values found in eah ase.
We have observed that after seond DFS, luminosity dereases but the nal luminosity is always
higher than if we do not apply this step. This is due to the fat that DFS does not have luminosity as a
gure of merit but the orbit atness and the zero dispersion. This seond dispersion orretion is needed
sine sextupole positions have hanged after the rst iteration of tuning knobs and dispersion requires
to be remathed at the sextupole loations. In Fig. 3.14 the evolution of luminosity after eah step for
dierent seeds is shown for the optimized Traditional sheme at 3 TeV. One an observe that the big
luminosity gain is ahieved when knobs are applied.
The nal total luminosity obtained after the appliation of BBA and tuning knobs for the 100 mahines
are shown in Fig. 3.15 and Fig. 3.17 for 3 TeV and 500 GeV .o.m. energy respetively.
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Figure 3.14: Luminosity evolution at eah step of the algorithm during tuning simulation for the tradi-
tional sheme at 3 TeV. In the horizontal axis 1=One-to-one, 2=DFS, 3=Knobs, 4=DFS, 5=Knobs.
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Figure 3.15: Luminosity distribution of 100 mahines after BBA and Multiknob algorithm proedure for
an initial prealignment of 10µm for CLIC 3 TeV. Luminosity is normalized to the value given in Table
3.1.
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Figure 3.16: Luminosity distribution of 100 mahines after BBA and Multiknob algorithm proedure for
an initial prealignment of 10µm for CLIC 3 TeV for the lattie with intermediate βy-funtions at the
sextupoles and sextupoles of 70 m. Luminosity is normalized to the value given in Table 3.1.
3.5.1 3 TeV results
Figure 3.15 shows the results of the tuning simulations after one iteration of the algorithm. In the vertial
axis is the number of mahines that reah at least the luminosity shown in the horizontal axis, whih
is normalized to the nominal value of the luminosity given in Table 3.1. We notie that the tuneability
of the loal sheme is very hallenging. Almost 70% of the mahines do not reah 10% of the nominal
luminosity. However, the traditional sheme presents a muh better tuneability, showing that 90% of the
mahines reah at least 90% of the nominal luminosity.
The number of luminosity measurements per iteration of the algorithm is about 300, that orresponds
to a time span of about 5 minutes if a fast luminosity measurement takes 1 seond [65℄. Sine the tune-
ability of the loal sheme is not satisfatory more iterations of the algorithm and a Simplex optimization
are required. This additional tuning steps inrease the number of luminosity measurements by an order
of magnitude [65℄, and therefore more time devoted to tuning not usable for physis. In [65℄ the full
tuning simulation of the loal sheme was done using a higher bunh harge, 4.0 · 109 partiles per bunh
instead of the nominal harge of 3.72 · 109 [66℄, where 90% of the mahines reah at least 90% of the
nominal luminosity. At the nominal harge, this performane might not be reahable even with further
tuning. Due to dynami imperfetions luminosity drops by 10% after 30 minutes [68℄ and then a new
tuning is required to reover the full luminosity. Therefore, a tuning time muh shorter than the time
at whih the dynami eets beome important is ruial to ensure the optimal tuning performane and
more time devoted to physis.
3.5.2 500 GeV results
For the 500 GeV ase, the results for both shemes are shown in Fig. 3.17 for just one iteration of
the algorithm in both ases. We see how the result is quite similar for both systems reahing the goal
of 90% of the mahines above the 90% of the nominal luminosity. Again, the loal orretion sheme
delivers more total luminosity but the traditional sheme presents a slightly easier tuneability. In that
ase, dierenes between both shemes are smaller than at 3 TeV and the time to reah a reasonable
luminosity is omparable. The tunning time is expeted to be also around 20-30 minutes in both ases.
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Figure 3.17: Luminosity distribution of 100 mahines after BBA and Multiknob algorithm proedure for
an initial prealignment of 10µm for CLIC at 500 GeV). Luminosity is normalized to the nominal value
present in Table 3.1 (top and to the maximum value obtained by eah system (bottom).
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3.6 Conlusions
We have ompared the performane and tuning simulation of two dierent FFS shemes for CLIC at
3 TeV and 500 GeV enter of mass energy. The study onludes that the traditional system is about
1 kilometer longer than the loal system but only at high energies. At low energies both systems require a
similar length. The ompensation of nonlinearities by both systems yields a omparable luminosity. Also
the dierene in the energy bandwidth is relatively small in the range of interest. The main dierene
omes from the tuning simulation, where we have demonstrated that the Traditional FFS is muh easier
to tune at high energies, just one iteration of the proposed algorithm is needed to ahieve the goal of
90% of the mahines above 90% of the nominal luminosity while the loal sheme would require more
iterations and, in onsequene a tuning time that exeeds rapidly one hour without guaranteeing that
90% of the mahines are above 90% of the nominal luminosity. A faster tuneability translates into a
larger integrated luminosity. Therefore, at high energies, the optimized traditional FFS features a higher
performane and robustness than the loal sheme that must be weighted against the ost of a longer
tunnel.
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CLIC
√
s = 500 GeV β∗x redution
The determination of the IP horizontal β-funtion is mainly driven by the beamstrahlung emission during
the ollision of the eletron and positron beams. This eet might yield to serious impliations in the
quality of the luminosity spetrum and its impat on the preision of the measurements. In this hapter
we explore the possibility to redue the horizontal β-funtion to half of the nominal value.
4.1 Motivation
There are several reasons to explore lower horizontal β-funtions. The straightforward reason is of ourse
to inrease the luminosity value. Sine luminosity L sales with (√β∗x)−1, a redution of a fator 2 in
β∗x implies a fator
√
2 more luminosity. Seondly, one ould think of keeping the ratio N/σ∗x onstant,
keeping also luminosity onstant but reduing the number of partiles per bunh and partly restoring the
detrimental eets of beamstrahlung.
4.2 Ideal distributions
First of all we onsider ideal distributions at the IP. By ideal distributions we mean distributions generated
at the IP with the parameters present in Table 4.1 without traking through the FFS. It means that the
beam distributions do not suer from beam dilution due to nonlinear aberrations or synhrotron radiation
eets. In Fig. 4.1 the total luminosity for ideal distributions for three dierent values of β∗x is shown as
a funtion of the vertial beta funtion β∗y . We observe that luminosity is higher for lower β
∗
x. Also the
redution of β∗y implies an inrease of the luminosity until a ertain value is reahed, then luminosity starts
to derease. This redution is due to the hourglass eet when the vertial beta funtion is omparable
to the longitudinal beam size. Therefore the optimal value for β∗y is lose to 0.065 mm. This value is
taken for the rest of the study.
4.3 Lattie optimization
The lattie optimization is performed using the tehniques explained in previous hapters. Simulations
using ideal distributions give an overall idea of how the system will perform. The vertial β-funtion at
the IP is set to the optimal value found using ideal distributions, i.e. β∗y ≈ 0.065 mm. This hange in β∗y
will not aet onsiderably the value of the luminosity as will be seen in the next setion. The horizontal
β-funtion is hosen to have three dierent values: 8, 6 and 4 mm.
The beam is aeted by the strong fousing by the FD and hromati eets must be taken into
aount. The hromati ompensation is arried out by means of sextupoles. In all ases we use ve
sextupoles for hromatiity orretion. In Fig. 4.2 the beam size is sequentially optimized order by order
until higher order ontributions are negligible. One an see that beyond order 6 the beam size does
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Table 4.1: CLIC Design parameters at two dierent stages of the program, 500 GeV and 3 TeV enter of
mass energy [12℄. The energy spread σδ represents the full width of a at distribution.
Parameter [Units℄ 500 GeV
Center of mass energy E
CM
, [GeV℄ 500
Repetition rate f
rep
, [Hz℄ 50
Bunh population Ne [10
9
℄ 6.8
Number of bunhes nb 354
Bunh separation ∆tb, [ns℄ 0.5
Aelerating gradient G, [MV/m℄ 80
Bunh length σz, [µm℄ 72
IP beam size σ∗x/σ
∗
y , [nm℄ 200/2.26
Beta funtion (IP) β∗x/β
∗
y , [mm℄ 8/0.1
Norm. emittane (IP) ǫx/ǫy, [nm℄ 2400/25
Energy spread σδ, [%℄ 1.0
Luminosity L
T
[1034m−2s−1℄ 2.3
Power onsumption P
wall
, [MW℄ 272
Site length, [km℄ 13.0
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Figure 4.1: Total luminosity for dierent values of β∗x asuming ideal distributions at the IP.
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Figure 4.2: High order optimization using MAPCLASS for CLIC FFS for horizontal plane (top) and
vertial plane (bottom).
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Table 4.2: Beam size for dierent ongurations at the IP taking into aount synhrotron radiation
eets.
β∗x [mm℄ σ
∗
x [nm℄ σ
∗
y [nm℄
8 210.1 2.51
8 213.3 2.20
6 189.2 2.36
4 163.6 2.84
4+deap 162.8 2.56
4+deap+high disp. 166.6 2.31
Table 4.3: Luminosity and emitted photons per partile during ollision for dierent ongurations at
the IP. The rst row represents the results of the nominal ase onsidering CDR values.
β∗x LT L1% L1%/LT nγ
[mm] [1034m−2s−1] [1034m−2s−1]
8∗ 2.31 1.40 0.61 1.32
8 2.34 1.45 0.62 1.30
6 2.70 1.56 0.58 1.47
4 3.12 1.61 0.52 1.74
4+deap 3.20 1.65 0.52 1.74
4+deap+h.disp. 3.28 1.71 0.52 1.71
not hange substantially. Although the beam size dereases due to the hange in the β-funtion, the
nonlinear aberrations do not present more impat for smaller values of β∗x. Nevertheless, the redution of
the horizontal β-funtion has an important impat on the vertial plane, where one an see that the beam
size dilution beomes important for βx = 4 mm. The impat of nonlinearities in the later ase represents
a 25% beam size inrease. For that reason and regarding that the map term that mainly ontributed
to the beam size dilution was a deapolar term, we deided to add two deapole magnets in the FD
area to orret this aberration. Also the bending angle was inreased in order to better ompensate
the aberrations although inreasing the synhrotron radiation eets. The result after reoptimization is
also shown in Fig. 4.2 and one an see the big improvement that the deapoles and higher dispersion
represent reduing the total impat of the aberrations to less than 10%. In Table 4.2 the RMS beam sizes
are summarized taking into aount synhrotron radiation eets in bending magnets and quadrupole
magnets (Oide eet). It an be observed that the dispersion inrease is translated in a horizontal beam
size dilution beause of synhrotron radiation but the vertial beam size redution is larger and this will
imply a luminosity inrease as we explain in next setion and it is reeted in Table 4.3.
In Table 4.3 the total luminosity and peak luminosity (luminosity delivered by partiles with energies
≥ 99%) values are shown. Also the ratio between luminosities has been alulated and it gives an idea
of the quality of the luminosity spetrum. As we will see in the next setions, smaller horizontal beam
sizes yield to higher beamstrahlung emission and therefore a poorer luminosity spetrum.
First of all, a lear gain in luminosity is seen when β∗x is redued. If we ompare the initial value for
luminosity given by the CDR onguration with the best luminosity value when we onsider β∗x = 4 mm,
higher dispersions and the deapoles, it represents a gain above 40% in total luminosity and a 22% gain
in peak luminosity. Also it is lear that the redution of β∗y from its original value to 0.065 mm does not
represent a big gain.
The luminosity spetrum is shown in Fig. 4.3. The peak luminosity (bin entered at 500 GeV) is
lower for β∗x as was shown in Table 4.3. The rest of the luminosity is spread in the long tail representing
luminosity of partiles with lower energies.
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Figure 4.3: Luminosity spetrum for β∗x = 8 mm and β
∗
x = 4 mm with high dispersion and deapoles.
Normal sale (top) and logarithmi sale (bottom).
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m
Figure 4.4: Cost after optimization as a funtion of the bunh harge for two dierent β∗x funtions. The
observed beating represent the steps hosen in the horizontal axis.
4.4 Cost optimization
Apart from an inrease in luminosity, the redution of β∗x an be used as an option to redue the bunh
harge while keeping the same luminosity value. We an rewrite Eq. (2.42) into
L = 1
4π
N
σ∗x
P
beam
σy
HD (4.1)
where P
beam
is the beam power given by the produt P
beam
= Nf
rep
nb. It an be seen that, sine
σ∗x =
√
β∗xǫx, a redution of a fator 2 in β
∗
x ould orrespond to a redution of a fator
√
2 in bunh
harge while keeping approximately the same luminosity. Although total luminosity stays onstant, the
luminosity spetrum gets worse sine the beam size is less at and the photon emission inreases as it
has been explained in previous setions.
The ost optimization is an automati proedure sanning over many strutures, or dierent parameter
sets like the length of the aelerating ells or their gradient among others. The results is the ost of eah
onguration and its relationship with some other parameters suh as total and peak luminosity. For
example, more expensive ongurations might yield into a higher performane in terms of luminosity. In
Fig. 4.4 the ost estimation in arbitrary units of the whole aelerator as a funtion of the bunh harge
is shown for two dierent values of β∗x: 8 and 4 mm. We an see that only a few ongurations at low
bunh harges are heaper for the ase at β∗x = 4 mm with respet to β
∗
x = 8 mm. In any ase, there is a
save in power onsumption due to the lower harge whih is not onsidered in the optimization.
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4.5 Energy saling
Another appliation of the β∗x redution is when we onsider a saling down of the energy. Sine, due to
lina onsiderations, the number of partiles per bunh sales linearly with the beam energy, when we
redue energy we are fored to redue the number of partiles. Although this will imply also a luminosity
redution, this eet an be partially mitigated if we an redue β∗x for lower energies.
4.6 Conlusions
We have designed a lattie with a fator 2 redution in β∗x at the IP. Although this annot redene the
design parameters, it shows that the design has some exibility. We have explored the possibility to use
this new lattie to inrease luminosity and also to onsider a bunh harge redution although it does not
yield a lear ost redution.
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ILC Final Fous System Optimization
The beam delivery system onstitutes several of the foremost hallenges to be faed in any linear ollider.
This is a diret onsequene of the extremely small beam size required for a single pass ollider to attain
a luminosity ompetitive with that of a storage ring running at the same energy where the high repetition
rate presents the most important dierene.
The ILC Final Fous System shares a lot of similitudes with the CLIC FFS. Both are based on the
loal hromatiity orretion sheme [25℄. In this hapter a reoptimization of the ILC β-funtions at the
IP is arried out for an energy of 500 GeV .o.m. Taking into aount the similarities of both olliders,
we explore the possibility of using the CLIC FFS for ILC and its performane ompared to the original
one. We also reover the lassial topi of the traveling fous sheme applied to ILC using dierent FFS
ongurations.
5.1 ILC Final Fous System
The role of the ILC Final Fous System [15℄ is to demagnify the beam to the required size (474 nm
horizontal and 5.9 nm vertial) at the IP. The FFS optis reates a large and almost parallel beam at
the entrane of the nal doublet of strong quadrupoles. Sine partiles of dierent energies have dierent
foal points, even with a relatively small energy spread of ∼ 0.1% the beam size is diluted signiantly,
unless adequate orretions are applied. The design of the ILC FFS is mainly driven by the need to
anel the hromatiity introdued by the FD.
The ILC FFS is based on the loal hromatiity orretion using sextupoles interleaved with the
FD [25℄. A bend upstream generates dispersion aross the FD region required for the sextupoles to
anel hromatiity. The dispersion at the IP is zero and the angular dispersion is about η′x ∼ 0.009.
Half of the horizontal hromatiity of the whole system is generated upstream of the bending setion in
order for the sextupoles to anel the hromatiity and the seond-order dispersion. The horizontal and
vertial sextupoles are interleaved in this design, so they generate third-order geometri aberrations. Ad-
ditional sextupoles upstream and in proper phases with the FD sextupoles partially anel the third order
aberrations. The residual higher-order aberrations are minimized further with otupoles and deapoles.
A general layout of the 735 m long ILC FFS lattie and optial funtions is shown in Fig. 5.1. The
main dierene of the ILC FFS design with respet to the CLIC FFS design is the presene of dediated
otupoles for the nonlinear handling of the beam tails in ILC. Hene, otupole doublets are present in
the design to ahieve this purpose. They would be loated in the rst high β-funtion peak from the left
in Fig.5.1. The beam at that loation must be parallel or divergent.
Synhrotron radiation from the bending magnets auses emittane dilution, so it is important to
maximize the bending radius, espeially at higher energies. The ILC FFS inludes suient bending
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Table 5.1: Key parameters of the ILC Beam Delivery System.
Parameter Value Unit
Length per side 2254 m
Length of the main extration line 300 m
Max. Energy/beam 250 GeV
Distane from the IP to the rst quad, L∗ 3.51/4.5 m
Crossing angle 14 mrad
Normalized emittane, γǫx/γǫy 10000/35 nm
Nominal beam size, σ∗x/σ
∗
y 474/5.9 nm
Nominal beam divergene, η′x/η
′
y 43/12 µrad
Nominal beta-funtion, β∗x/β
∗
y 11/0.48 mm
Nominal bunh length, σz 300 µm
Energy spread δp/p, e−/e+ 0.125/0.070 %
Nominal disrubption parameters, Dx/Dy 0.3/24.6
Nominal bunh population, N 2.0 · 1010
Repetition rate, f
rate
5.0 Hz
Number of bunhes, nb 1312
Average beam power per beam 5.3 MW
Preferred entrane train to train jitter < 0.5 σy
Preferred entrane bunh to bunh jitter < 0.1 σy
Typial nomnal ollimation aperture, x/y 8-10/60
Final Fous System Lenght 735 m
magnets for 500 GeV enter of mass energy and spae for additional bend magnets whih are neessary
at energies above 500 GeV. With the reserved spae lled with bends, the emittane dilution due to
bends at 1 TeV is about a perent, and at 500 GeV, with only every fth bend installed, about half of a
perent [15℄.
5.2 β∗ optimization
The optimization of the β-funtions at the IP is a very ritial step of the design of an aelerator.
The β-funtions determine in great part the beam size at the IP and the nal value of luminosity. A
reoptimization of β∗x,y was proposed for the Tehnial Design Report (TDR) [15℄ from the old values of the
Referene Design Report (RDR) [14℄. We modied the nominal values from β∗x = 20 mm to β
∗
x = 11 mm
and from β∗y = 0.4 mm to β
∗
y = 0.48 mm. The optis optimization is done using MADX and the new
β funtions at the IP are ahieved by mainly adjusting the four mathing quadrupoles loated at the
beginning of the Final Fous System. Apart from the β funtions, the α funtions and the horizontal
dispersion D∗x are mathed to be zero at the IP. In Table 5.3 the nal values for these funtions after
linear optimization are summarized.
Sine the β funtions at IP and at the sextupole loations have been hanged, the sextupole strengths
must be remathed again in order to orret the nonlinear aberrations mainly oming from the quadrupole
hromatiity. In the next setion the nonlinear optimization of the sextupole strength is performed using
the beam size at dierent orders as a gure of merit.
5.2.1 Nonlinear optimization
The nonlinear optimization of the beam size onsists in the ompensation of the hromatiity introdued
by the strong nal quadrupoles and orretion of other aberrations due to the presene of nonlinear elds.
The ILC optimization is arried out using MAPCLASS [48℄ to ompute the beam size at dierent orders
and ve sextupoles are used (SD0, SF1, SD4, SF5, SF6) to redue the beam size as muh as possible.
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Figure 5.1: ILC BDS optis layout. The rst 800 meters are dediated to ollimation setion and the
part from that point to the end represents the Final Fous System.
Table 5.2: CLIC and ILC Beam Delivery System parameters.
Parameter Units CLIC500 ILC500
Beam energy E0 GeV 250 250
Bunhes per beam nb 354 1314
e± per bunh N 109 6.8 20
Repetition rate f
rep
Hz 50 5
Hor. emittane ǫNx µm 2.4 10.0
Vert. emittane ǫNy nm 25 35
Hor. beta β∗x mm 8.0 11.0
Vert. beta β∗y mm 0.1 0.48
Hor. beam size σ∗x nm 200 474
Vert. beam size σ∗y nm 2.26 6.0
Bunh length σz µm 72 300
Energy spread δE % 1.0 0.125
Main tunnel length km 48.3 13.2
Luminosity LT 1034 · m−2s−1 2.3 1.47
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Table 5.3: ILC optial funtions at the IP for the two optis ongurations L∗ = 3.51 m and L∗ = 4.5 m
L∗ [m℄ 3.51 4.5
β∗x [mm℄ 11.00 11.00
β∗y [mm℄ 0.48 0.48
α∗x [10
−7
℄ 3.56 -2.93
α∗y [10
−6
℄ -1.78 0.079
D∗x [10
−6
m℄ 4.48 10−5 7.83
Table 5.4: Sextupole strengths after nonlinear optimization for the two optis ongurations L∗ = 3.51
m and L∗ = 4.5 m
L∗ [m℄ SD0 SF1 SD4 SF5 SF6
k [m−3℄ k [m−3℄ k [m−3℄ k [m−3℄ k [m−3℄
3.51 7.219 -4.810 3.151 -0.434 1.615
4.50 6.515 -5.914 2.920 -0.406 1.458
The optimization is done order by order until the beam size reahes the target value.
In Fig. 5.2 the order by order beam size is shown after sextupole optimization. One an see that,
although the L∗ = 4.50 m has larger hromatiity, the nal orretion is better performed ompared to
the L∗ = 3.51 m ase. In any ase, the nal beam size less than 10% larger than the linear beam size
given by
√
ǫx,yβ∗x,y.
The nal strength of the ve sextupoles for both ongurations is summarized in Table 5.4.
5.2.2 Traking results
Traking simulations are done using Plaet taking into aount synhrotron radiation eets in bending,
quadrupole and other multipole magnets. The ontribution from synhrotron radiation must be small
enough to do not dilute the beam emittane and therefore the luminosity.
In Fig. 5.3 the transverse beam prole at the IP is plotted for the two optis ongurations. One an
see how it ts perfetly with a Gaussian distribution. This means that the beam is not seriously aeted
by synhrotron radiation or nonlinearities that might modify the distribution enlarging the tails of the
beam. We an see that the ore vertial beam size (1σ of the tted Gaussian) is larger for the L∗ = 4.5
m ase but this eet is overompensated by a 4% smaller horizontal beam size and this is reeted in a
larger luminosity as it is explained in the next setion.
5.2.3 Luminosity performane
As we have seen, luminosity is the nal gure of merit of a ollider and therefore the parameter that
must be nally optimized. Luminosity simulations are done using GuineaPig [71℄ after a simulation of
Table 5.5: Total luminosity and peak luminosity for ILC with L∗ = 3.51 m and L∗ = 4.50 m.
L∗ [m℄ 3.51 4.50
LT [1034m−2s−1] 1.38 1.54
L1%[1034m−2s−1] 0.867 0.934
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Figure 5.2: Nonlinear optimization of the ILC beam horizontal and vertial beam size for L∗ = 3.51 m
and L∗ = 4.50 m.
the beam traked through the Final Fous System with Plaet [73℄.
In Table 5.5 the value of the total and peak luminosity for both ongurations is shown. If we ompare
the value obtained with GuineaPig to the TDR value in Table 5.2 we see that for L∗ = 3.51 m the value
is below the nominal one by a 6% while the value for L∗ = 4.50 m is above that value by almost a 5%.
It is possible that the 3.51 m lattie needs further optimization using otupoles in order to redue the
beam size and inrease the total and peak luminosities.
5.3 CLIC Final Fous System for ILC
Due to the synergies of the CLIC and ILC Final Fous Systems, it should be possible to use a ommon
solution for both systems. Sine the CLIC β∗ are smaller than the ILC β∗ we explore the possibility of
using the CLIC FFS for ILC beam. The performane of suh system after nonlinear optimization an be
ompared to the ILC FFS performane. In Fig. 5.4 a omparison of the nonlinear optimization for CLIC
500 GeV .o.m. energy FFS lattie as ILC FFS, i.e. with ILC β∗ values, and ILC L∗ = 3.51 m option.
One an see that the CLIC FFS performane is better, delivering smaller beam sizes. Exat values for
ore beam sizes and total and peak luminosity are shown in Table 5.7. A substantial redution of the
ore beam size an be observed and it is translated in a total luminosity gain of almost 6%. Notie that
the luminosity delivered by this system fullls the requirements shown in Table 5.2, not fullled by the
ILC FFS. The total length of the system is about 180 m shorter for the CLIC-based Final Fous System.
This length redution might also imply a ost redution.
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Figure 5.3: Transverse beam prole and Gaussian t for both optis ongurations L∗ = 3.51 m (top)
and L∗ = 4.5 m (bottom).
Table 5.6: Final doublet omparison for ILC latties and CLIC-based lattie
QD0
L∗ L
quad
βx βy KLquad[m
−1]
ILC 3.51 2.2 2247 37776 -0.167
ILC 4.50 2.2 3285 56318 -0.152
CLIC 4.30 3.35 9387 62914 -0.129
QF1
L∗ L
quad
βx βy KLquad[m
−1]
ILC 3.51 2.0 37583 16156 0.072
ILC 4.50 2.0 32017 26206 0.080
CLIC 4.30 4.0 69747 20642 0.054
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Figure 5.4: Beam size at dierent orders for ILC beam using the CLIC and ILC (L∗ = 3.51 m) Final
Fous latties.
Table 5.7: Beam size and luminosities omparison for ILC and CLIC-based Final Fous latties.
Parameter ILC CLIC-based
Length [m℄ 735 553
β∗x/β
∗
y [mm℄ 11/0.48 11/0.48
σorex [nm℄ 503.0 483.7
σorey [nm℄ 6.09 5.89
LT [1034 m−2s−1℄ 1.38 1.47
L1% [1034 m−2s−1℄ 0.86 0.89
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Figure 5.5: Alignment toleranes for CLIC-based, ILC and ATF2 quadrupoles.
5.3.1 Toleranes
If we onsider the CLIC FFS lattie as an option for the ILC FFS one has to onsider that the alignment
and magneti eld quality toleranes may hange. In Fig. 5.5 and Fig. 5.6 a omparison of the toleranes
in quadrupole stati alignment and quadrupole eld sensitivity for ILC, CLIC-based lattie and ATF2
FFS is shown. These toleranes orrespond to the values that give an inrease of the beam size of 2%.
We an observe that the toleranes on the alignment seem to be more relaxed for the CLIC-based lattie
exept for the Final Doublet. The magneti eld toleranes are in general also more relaxed for the
CLIC-based lattie exept for some magnets like QD2, but the value is similar to that of ILC.
5.4 Traveling fous
The traveling fous was rst introdued by Balakin in [75℄ with the aim to inrease the luminosity of
the VLEPP linear ollider. In head on ollisions there is a unique and stati foal point where the beam
reahes its minimum size (waist) and the ollision probability is maximum. Sine the beam has a ertain
length, namely σz , some slies of the beam will ollide out of the IP reduing its luminosity due to the
fat that the beam size at these loations is always larger than at the IP. In the traveling fous sheme
the foal point for the dierent slies is at dierent longitudinal positions. Usually the position to whih
a given slie is foused is hosen to oinide with the ollision of that slie with the enter of the other
beam. So eah slie will have its smallest size in the very moment when it ollides with this spei slie
of the other beam. The fousing beam-beam fore will then keep the size of this slie small. Usually
the foal point is 1σz before the enter of the onoming bunh, also alled waist shift. In the ase of a
traveling fous, the optimum waist position is lose to the enter of the ollision.
Due to the mutual attration of the bunhes explained above in the IP region, there exists an extra
fousing of the beams. Due to this eet, the optimal foal point is hanged. The foal point an be
hanged introduing a waist shift. The waist shift wy , is a shift in the vertial plane in this ase, that
hanges the foal point. This parameter an be adjusted varying the QD0 strength. The waist shift
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Figure 5.6: Magneti eld jitter toleranes for CLIC-based, ILC and ATF2 quadrupoles.
together with the pinh eet when the two beams approah eah other, inreases the overall luminosity.
The traveling fous desribed above is given by the parameter ∂wy/∂z. This parameter introdues a
displaement of the waist along the bunh inreasing the eetiveness of the ollision and onsequently
the luminosity is inreased [76℄. This eet is introdued by rab avities and sextupoles following the
expression,
∂wy
∂z
= −β∗y
sext∑
i
CC∑
j
R
CCj−sexti
12 ξcβyiKsiLsi , (5.1)
where β∗y is the vertial beta funtion at the IP, R
CCj−sexti
12 is the matrix element between the rab avity
and the dierent sextupoles and βyi , Ksi and Lsi are the vertial beta funtion at the sextupole loation,
the sextupole strength and length respetively. The parameter ξc is given by,
ξc =
ω
rf
q
c
V
CC
E0
(5.2)
where ω
rf
is the rf frequeny, c the speed of light, q the partile harge, V
CC
the rab avity voltage and
E0 the nominal energy.
5.4.1 Traveling fous implementation
Before onsidering the implementation of the traveling waist in CLIC or ILC latties the study with ideal
distributions (distributions not aeted by nonlinear aberrations introdued by the FD) the potential
of this sheme is omputed. This allows to obtain an estimation of the traveling fous impat on the
nal luminosity and also to estimate the traveling waist ∂wy/∂z and waist shift wy needed for a later
implementation in the FFS. This idea has been explored for CLIC at 3 TeV .o.m. in [76℄.
Initially taking head-on distributions at the IP we transform the vertial oordinate following the
relation,
y = y0 +
∂w
∂z
z0y
′
0 + wyy
′
0. (5.3)
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Adjusting the two free parameters ∂wy/∂z and wy an optimal orrelated distribution an be found.
Conretely, for the wy parameter, this is expeted to be omparable to the bunh length σz as it has
been demonstrated in [77℄ if we do not onsider further eets.
We fous the study in the CLIC FFS for ILC, that means, ILC beam running through the CLIC FFS
lattie. First of all and to ross hek the results obtained in Fig. 5.7 a CLIC lattie onguration with
β∗x = 9.52 mm and β
∗
y = 0.6 mm is onsidered. For this lattie onguration and head on ollision we
obtain LT = 1.8 · 1034m−2 per bunh rossing. In Fig. 5.8 luminosity is shown as a funtion of these
two parameters. After sanning of ∂wy/∂z and wy the following values are found to give a maximum
luminosity,
∂wy
∂z
= 0.4, wy = 300µm, (5.4)
where we see that the waist shift is exatly the bunh length. For these values, the luminosity with the
traveling fous sheme is LT = 2.48 · 1034m−2 representing a gain of about 55% with respet to the
nominal value.
The next step is to introdue the traveling fous parameters into a realisti lattie. The waist shift
wy an be adjusted varying slightly the strength of QD0 following the relation,
wy = −α∗β∗y (5.5)
and
∆K
QD0
K
QD0
=
wy√
βQD0y β∗y
. (5.6)
Sanning the QD0 strength we nd the maximum gain is found to be for ∆K
QD0
/K
QD0
= 3.0 ·10−5 that
orresponds to wy = 216µm. The value of the traveling waist
∂w
∂z is mainly determined by the exat
loation of the single rab avity sine its value depends on the distane to the IP. The optimal position
is found to be loated between the last bend and SF5 with a value
∂w
∂z = 0.329. One the rab avity and
QD0 strength are set to the optimal, the luminosity per bunh rossing is,
LT = 2.43 · 1034m−2, L1% = 1.43 · 1034m−2 (5.7)
whih represents a 50% gain with respet to the head on ollisions and are in agreement with the predition
of the ideal san shown using ideal distributions.
5.4.2 Traveling fous optimization
In the previous setion the traveling fous has been applied to the ILC beam with a CLIC-based β-
funtions at the IP but, as Fig. 5.7 shows, the β∗y-funtion is too low and hourglass eet redues lumi-
nosity. A more optimal value for the vertial β-funtion at the IP is β∗y = 0.25 mm keeping the value of
β∗x = 9.00 mm. The head-on total and peak luminosities per bunh rossing in this new onguration
are,
LT = 2.54 · 1034m−2, L1% = 1.45 · 1034m−2, (5.8)
that is already above the nominal ILC luminosity even before the traveling waist implementation. To
introdue the rab avity the same proedure desribed above is followed. The voltage needed is V
CC
=
−0.38 MV and it is loated in between QD2 and QF1 that orresponds to a traveling waist parameter of
∂w
∂z = 0.35. To reate a 1σz waist shift a hange in the QD0 strength of ∆K/K = 5 · 10−6 is required.
With these parameters the nal luminosities per bunh rossing are,
LT = 3.07 · 1034m−2, L1% = 1.74 · 1034m−2, (5.9)
or in terms of luminosity taking into aount the number of bunhes and the revolution frequeny,
LT = 2.01 · 1034 m−2s−1, L1% = 1.14 · 1034 m−2s−1, (5.10)
that represents more than a 20% luminosity gain with respet to the nominal value shown in Table 5.2.
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Figure 5.7: Total luminosity per bunh rossing for dierent values of β∗x and β
∗
y and dierent values of
the waist shift zw and traveling waist dw. CLIC and ILC nominal points are also represented.
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Figure 5.9: Total luminosity for dierent β∗x and β
∗
y .
5.4.3 Possible implementation of traveling fous in CLIC at 500 GeV .o.m.
energy
It is shown in Table 5.2 that the bunh length of the CLIC beam is muh smaller than the ILC one
and therefore the traveling waist has almost no eet on the luminosity gain if we onsider urrent
onguration of the FFS. Nevertheless, if we redue the vertial β-funtion at the IP to make it omparable
to the bunh length (σz = 72µm) this eet might beome important. The problem arises when the
beam quality is redued due to beamstrahlung emission when the horizontal beam size is small enough.
A ompromise needs to be found in order to get a notable eet due to the traveling fous sheme without
reduing the beam quality drastially. In Fig. 5.9 the total luminosity is sanned for dierent values of
β∗x and β
∗
x. If we onsider a β
∗
x = 9 mm the maximum eet is obtained for β
∗
y = 0.06 mm with a 10%
luminosity gain oming mostly from the waist shift as it is shown in Fig.5.10 (top). For βx = 4 mm
(Fig. 5.10 (bottom)) a similar result is found, where almost all the luminosity inrease is also due to the
waist shift.
5.5 Conlusions
In this hapter we have explored dierent fats of the ILC Final Fous System. A reoptimization of the
system has been arried out to fulll the new requirements for two dierent L∗ = 3.51 m and L∗ = 4.5 m.
The results are in agreement with the nominal requirements. We have also explored the possibility of
introduing a traveling waist in the ILC ollisions. We have demonstrated that a gain of about 20% in
luminosity an be ahieved although most of this gain omes from the eet of the waist shift. If we
redue the β∗ funtions at the IP, an even larger gain is ahieved. Finally we have explored the possibility
of introduing a traveling fous for CLIC at 500 GeV. The results show that the gain in luminosity is
smaller than the previous ase also being the waist shift the eet with the larger ontribution.
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Figure 5.10: Ideal traveling fous implementation for two dierent horizontal β∗x-funtions (β
∗
x = 9 mm
(top) and β∗x = 4 mm (bottom) for dierent β
∗
y for CLIC at 500 GeV .o.m. energy.
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Conlusions
It has been demonstrated that optimized traditional designs of the optis onguration of the FFS, like
the one used in FFTB and urrently onsidered in Super-KEKb, are easier and faster to tune than the
baseline design based on the loal hromati orretion sheme, for CLIC at high energies (3 TeV). A
faster tuneability translates into a larger integrated luminosity devoted to physis. The drawbak is
that suh systems are relatively longer than the loal sheme by about 1 km, thus inreasing the ost
of the tunnel and the aelerator. At 500 GeV .o.m. energies, a similar performane of both designs
is expeted. These studies have opened the door to the reonsideration of suh reoptimized traditional
systems. [1℄
Studies onerning the redution of the horizontal β-funtion at the IP for CLIC at 500 GeV reveal
that the design parameters are exible to adopt even lower optial funtions at the IP. Also, if intermedi-
ate stages at lower energies (350 GeV) are onsidered, a redution of the horizontal β-funtion is possible
and it is useful to avoid luminosity redution due to the energy derease.
An optimization of the ILC FFS has been performed at its nominal energy (500 GeV). In this opti-
mization it has been onsidered the possibility of using CLIC FFS design for ILC and it an be observed
an important inrease of performane due to a more exigent onguration. This is translated into a
tighter toleranes in the Final Doublet. Moreover, the implementation of the traveling fous for the ILC
has also been explored. The results reveal that reduing the β-funtions at the IP with respet to the
nominal values, a luminosity gain of about 20% is observed, mostly oming from the eet of the waist
shift. The implementation of the traveling fous for CLIC at 500 GeV using ideal distributions shows
that, due to the shorter bunh length, the luminosity gain would be of about 10% mostly due also to the
waist shift.
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